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The processes used to negotiate novel forms of environmental governance being 

deployed in the North and Central Coast of British Columbia, known as the Great Bear 

Rainforest, provide useful insights into the kinds of efforts that may be required to 

effectively address contemporary environmental problems. Through various and complex 

political processes – constituted by many actors – a novel set of agreements, known as 

the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements, arguably emerged to resolve a conflict over the 

management of BC’s forests, a long standing and contentious issue in the province. This 

thesis first examines the wider limitations of institutions of governance to effectively 

address environmental problems and efforts to respond to these problems, particularly by 

environmentalists. Second, it tells the story of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements, and 

examines their wider implications for participants of the negotiations and more generally. 

Overall this thesis argues that the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations can provide 

instructive lessons to institutions of governance by demonstrating how deliberative 

processes can help ease some of the structural tensions that condition environmental 

conflicts in Canada. Second, First Nations in the region played a crucial role in the Great 

Bear Rainforest negotiations, and the outcomes of this role are likely to have significant 

implications for future resource conflicts in the province. Third, the role of 

environmentalists in decision making in British Columbia is evolving.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 As institutions of governance struggle to adequately address contemporary 

environmental problems, the need for more effective approaches to solve these problems 

grows ever pressing. The processes used to negotiate a new future for the North and 

Central Coast of British Columbia, known as the Great Bear Rainforest, provide useful 

insights into the kinds of efforts that may be required to effectively address contemporary 

environmental problems.  Through various and complex political processes – constituted 

by many actors – a novel set of agreements, known as the Great Bear Rainforest 

Agreements, emerged to arguably resolve a conflict over the management of BC’s 

forests, a long standing and contentious issue in the province.  The vision expressed in 

these agreements was substantial: they not only contain mechanisms to achieve high 

levels of ecological integrity through conservation and more sustainable logging 

practices, but they also attempt to restructure the economy of the region away from 

unsustainable resource extraction and towards an economy that can sustain and 

potentially empower the people who live there. Furthermore, these agreements attempt to 

remedy a contentious history of mistrust between conflicting parties, especially between 

the BC government and First Nations in the province. The story of the Great Bear 

Rainforest is important to tell because it reveals instructive lessons for many of the key 

players involved in the negotiations—environmentalists, the forest industry, the BC 

government and First Nations—lessons which have wider implications for those seeking 

to address environmental issues in British Columbia. The purpose of this thesis is to tell 

the story of the negotiations that facilitated the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements, and to 

examine their wider implications, both for participants and more generally.  
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 This thesis has three main arguments. First, the negotiations over the Great Bear 

Rainforest demonstrate how a deliberative decision making process can help ease some 

of the structural tensions that condition natural resource conflicts in Canada and their 

effective resolution. Second, First Nations in the region played a crucial role in the Great 

Bear Rainforest negotiations, and the outcomes of this role are likely to have significant 

implications for future resource conflicts in province. Third, the Great Bear Rainforest 

negotiations have important lessons to teach about the shape of environmental decision 

making, and the role of environmentalism in those decisions, in British Columbia and 

beyond.  

  In this chapter I present a brief description of the physical and social 

characteristics of the Great Bear Rainforest, examine the existing literature and 

commentary about the region, and explain my research questions and methods. Chapter 

Two situates the Great Bear Rainforest within a wider context, examining the structural 

challenges our institutions of governance face when attempting to adequately address 

contemporary problems and the way theories of deliberative democracy can help ease 

some of those structural challenges. Chapter Three places this broader analysis into the 

context of British Columbia, focussing on the struggles over the management of forests in 

the mid 1990s to early 2000s.  This chapter explains the difficult position the provincial 

government found itself in as it attempted to deal with a vulnerable forest industry and 

influential environmental movement. This position was made more difficult as First 

Nations in the province were gaining more legal authority leading to more influential 

involvement in resource management. This is the important backdrop to Chapter Four, 

where I tell the story of the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations, and develop an analysis 
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of the challenges and breakthroughs used throughout the negotiation processes. I argue 

these processes offer valuable insights into the approaches that could be used to address 

environmental struggles in other contexts. Chapter Five takes the analysis of the Great 

Bear Rainforest further by examining the key innovations of the processes used to reach 

the Agreements with respect to the contribution they can perhaps make to wider debates. 

This chapter concludes with two of the most important legacies of the efforts used to 

reach the Agreements for those involved in the negotiations and elsewhere in Canada.  

First, I examine the lessons learned by environmental groups that will most likely have 

implications for the way their campaigns are advanced in the future and elsewhere in the 

province.  Second, I consider the legacy of the unprecedented involvement of First 

Nations in the negotiations, which will not only influence First Nations (and their 

governments) and the BC government, but also the strategies of environmentalists.  

Exactly how this legal authority will shape the actions and campaigns of 

environmentalists, as well as the actions of First Nations, remains to be seen.   

1.1 The Great Bear Rainforest 
 The Great Bear Rainforest is a tract of temperate rainforest that stretches along 

the coast of mainland British Columbia, extending north from Bute Inlet to the border of 

Alaska. This region is roughly the size of Ireland (74,000 square kilometers) and has been 

recognized as the largest relatively intact temperate rainforest ecosystem left in the world.  

As such, it is invaluable and supports vast terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.  Physically, 

this region is comprised of three bioclimatic zones: Coastal Western Hemlock, Mountain 

Hemlock and Alpine Tundra (CCLRMP, 2004). The majority of the land base is within 

the Coastal Western Hemlock zone, meaning low elevation and valley bottoms that are 
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the most accessible to logging operations and account for almost all of the timber 

harvesting land base (THLB) (CCLRMP, 2004; NCLRMP, 2005).  The forest type is 

characterized by old growth conifer stands, predominately western hemlock and western 

red cedar. Red alder and black cottonwood are the most abundant deciduous tree species. 

These forests are complex and highly productive because of the mild, wet climate, and 

support several sensitive ecosystems contributing to the overall diversity, including 

riparian corridors, floodplains, estuaries, tidal marshes, and freshwater lakes.  Along with 

these highly productive ecosystems, the region supports diverse marine and terrestrial 

wildlife, including: the six species of Pacific Salmon, eulachon, ungulates such as moose 

and deer, migratory and seabirds including the marbled murrelet, wolves, grizzly bears 

and black bears (CCLRMP, 2004).   

 Arguably, the complexity and uniqueness of this region is most evident to the 

people who live there, because for centuries they have careful managed the land on which 

they depend for their livelihoods. The Great Bear Rainforest is home to a human 

population of roughly 22,000 people (McGee et al, 2009: 748). Approximately 17,000 

people inhabit the North Coast region, the majority of whom reside in Price Rupert. 1 The 

other 5,000 people inhabit the Central Coast region, half of whom reside in Bella Coola. 2 

Over half of the population is comprised of First Nations, many of whom live in small 

remote communities accessible only by water or air. The traditional territories of twenty-

seven coastal First Nations are located within this region (Armstrong, 2009: 5).  Local 

                                                 
1 Other communities on the north coast include Port Edward, Metlakatla, Hartley Bay, Lax Kw’alaams, 

Gitxaala and Oona River (NCLRMP, 2005).  
2 Other communities on the central coast include Bella Bella, Shearwater, Ocean Falls, Klemtu, Rivers Inlet 

and communities on Kingcome Inlet and Gilford Island. Most First Nations that have traditional territories 
in the southern portion reside on Vancouver Island or the Lower Mainland.  
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residents maintain a close connection with the natural environment, as it provides much 

of their sustenance, livelihood and recreational activities (CCLRMP, 2004).  

  The economy of this region has traditionally relied on resource industries such as 

forestry, fishing, and tourism, as well as the public sector, making the economy very 

sensitive to boom and bust cycles and dependent on the economies of outside places. 

Consequently, the economy has suffered in recent years from devastating reductions in 

both the fishing and forestry industries. Unemployment rates are higher in this region, 

particularly in First Nation communities, than for the rest of Canada (CCLRP, 2004).   

 

Figure 1: Map of the Great Bear Rainforest (Price et al, 2009: 496) 
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1.2 Political Context of the Region 
 The description above does not, however, do justice to the complex character of 

the region. Over the last 15 years, the Great Bear Rainforest has experienced many 

significant changes.  In the early 1990s, there were many parties who had a stake in the 

future of this region, much of it concerning forestry practices. The BC government was 

interested in protecting the forestry industry because of the revenue, employment and 

rural riding support it provided.  Similarly, the forest industry—under considerable 

competitive strain in the global marketplace (Marchak, 1995: 85-116)—was interested in 

rebuilding a competitive forest sector, which required access to high-value forests in the 

region and might be hindered by strict environmental regulations or protected areas. 

Concurrently, environmental groups were expressing major concerns over the way clear 

cut logging was destroying one of the world’s remaining temperate rainforests. 

Environmental groups had also learned important lessons from the conflicts that had 

taken place in Clayoquot Sound a few years prior (Magnusson and Shaw, 2003). The 

most significant of these were the strategic shift to market based campaign strategies and 

the need to address First Nations concerns in their campaigns (Shaw, 2004: 377). Market-

based campaign strategies begun in relation to Clayoquot Sound began to fully flourish 

when focused on the Great Bear Rainforest, when environmental groups3 launched an 

international markets campaign that targeted the buyers of BC timber. The success of the 

markets campaign soon became evident, as the threat of substantial contract cancellation 

                                                 
3 During the early years of conflict, many environmental groups were involved in shaping the international 

markets campaign that targeted buyers of BC wood, including Greenpeace, Rainforest Action Network, 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Friends of Clayoquot Sound (who later helped form and transferred 
their participation to ForestEthics) and Markets Initiative (now Canopy). Several of these groups eventually 
shifted their focus away from the region while Greenpeace, ForestEthics and the Sierra Club of BC together 
formed the Rainforest Solutions Project and were the primary environmental groups involved in negotiating 
the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements. 
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with BC forest companies forced several prominent timber companies to recognize that 

environmental groups were influential in the debate over old growth, and more 

importantly that their hostile relationship with both environmental groups and First 

Nations would need to change (Smith et al, 2007: 3).  In early 2000, five forest 

companies4 operating in the Great Bear Rainforest (the Coast Forest Conservation 

Initiative—CFCI) and three prominent environmental organizations (the Rainforest 

Solutions Project—RSP) began an effort to collaboratively negotiate a solution to their 

conflict over logging under the Joint Solutions Project (JSP). While these discussions 

occurred, by joint agreement logging in key ecological areas was put on hold and the 

markets campaign suspended.  

 Concurrently, First Nation leaders saw this as an opportunity to pressure the BC 

government, forestry and environmentalists to negotiate the use of their traditional lands 

in ways that would directly benefit their communities. A series of court cases that 

occurred prior and during this time were giving First Nations more legal authority over 

their claimed traditional territories.  In March 2000, leaders from several Nations met to 

discuss the development of a strategy to ensure their interests were included in the land 

use plans for the region (Hoberg, 2004: 3-4). These meetings (and with the help of the 

David Suzuki Foundation), initiated the alliance of First Nations located on the north and 

central coast now known as Coastal First Nations Great Bear Initiative.5  Eventually 

another alliance of First Nations located in the southern portion of the region was 

                                                 
4 In the beginning, the five forestry companies became the Coast Forest Conservation Initiative (CFCI). The 

current members of the CFCI include British Columbia Timber Sales, Catalyst Paper Corporation, Howe 
Sound Pulp and Paper, International Forest Products and Western Forest Products (Armstrong, 2009). 

5 The Coastal First Nations Great Bear Initiative (formerly known as Coastal First Nations Turning Point 
Initiative) is an alliance of Nations along the central and northern region of the coast, including Haida 
Gwaii. They represent the Wuikinuxv Nation, Heiltsuk, Kitasoo/Xaixais, Gitga’at, Haisla, Metlakatla, Old 
Massett, Skidegate, and Council of the Haida Nation. 
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established, known as Nanwakolas Council.6  Together, they agreed that they needed to 

increase economic development opportunities to create employment while protecting the 

ecological values of the region.   

 Developing simultaneously with these negotiations, from 2001 to 2006 there were 

ongoing government-sponsored land use planning processes which included all of the 

parties mentioned above and more, known as the Land and Resource Management 

Planning tables (LRMP) for both the North and Central coast. The LRMP processes 

resulted in a set of consensus based recommendations that were then used to inform 

negotiations between the BC government and First Nation governments, known as 

“government to government” negotiations (discussed in more detail below). The 

government to government negotiations occurred between 2004 and 2005. Finally, in 

February 2006, milestone agreements were reached that laid the groundwork for an 

overhaul of the way land was used and controlled in the Great Bear Rainforest. Known as 

the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements, they were the result of over a decade of hard work 

by many parties (and individuals), including the BC government, First Nations, some 

environmental groups, and some members of the forest industry. They encompass several 

key elements, including:  

• Protected areas that account for one-third of the region. Approximately 2 million 

hectares of land is protected from logging; of that 2 million, more than half has 

the designation of ‘conservancy.’ This is a new and legal designation that ensures 

the protected areas respect First Nations’ cultural and traditional use values.  

                                                 
6 Nanwakolas Council was incorporated in 2007 to provide support to Nations members on various land and 

marine resource use, management and planning issues. It represents the following Nations: Namgis First 
Nation, Mamalilikulla-Qwe-Qwa Sot'Em First Nation, Tlowitsis First Nation, Da'naxda'xw First Nation, 
Gwa'sala Nakwaxda'xw First Nation, Kwiakah First Nation and Comox First Nation (Smith et al, 2007). 
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• The implementation of ecosystem-based management (EBM), which includes 

better, lighter touch forestry practices. As of March 31, 2009, low impact logging 

regulations will conserve 50% of the natural range of old growth forests in the 

region. There are ongoing negotiations to conserve 70% of the natural range by 

2014. 7  

• The establishment of the Coast Opportunities Funds, a $120 million dollar fund 

aimed at preserving the ecological integrity of the Great Bear Rainforest for 

generations while promoting economic development opportunities with lasting 

benefits for First Nations. 

• The comprehensive involvement from First Nations in decision making and 

management over their traditional territory.  

The substantial increase in protected areas garnered most of the newspaper headlines, 

although many commentaries also marvelled at the unprecedented collaborative success 

expressed in the Agreements.  Not only did it appear that the decades-long “war in the 

woods” between environmentalists, industry and government might have been resolved, 

even more longstanding and increasingly-threatening conflicts over the role of First 

Nations in resource management also appeared to be forestalled.  

 While it is too early to access the successes and failures of the Agreements 

themselves, it is helpful to examine the processes that were used to reach the vision 

expressed in them because they offer valuable insights into the approaches our 

                                                 
7 For an explanation of ecosystem-based management please see Price et al (2009). 
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institutions of governance can use to more effectively address contemporary 

environmental problems.   

1.3 Research Context and Questions  
 There are many practitioners and researchers who have recognized, examined and 

critiqued the importance of what has happened in and about the Great Bear Rainforest. I 

owe much of my understanding and analysis of this site to these commentaries. Early 

attention given to the Great Bear Rainforest was focused on the strategies 

environmentalists used to create controversy about the logging happening in the region, 

specifically the international markets campaigns that continued from Clayoquot Sound, 

as well as the relationship and collaborative efforts that followed between two adversarial 

parties, the forest companies and environmentalists (Shaw, 2004; Smith et al, 2007; 

Hoberg 2004). Others, including individuals directly involved in the negotiations, have 

highlighted the challenges and successes of the negotiations and the efforts required to 

reach the landmark 2006 Great Bear Rainforest Agreements (Armstrong, 2009; Tojornbo 

2010; Riddell 2009).  More recent accounts have placed emphasis on particular 

innovations or the ambition expressed in the both the processes and outcomes of the 

Agreements, including ecosystem-based management, the province-sponsored land use 

planning processes (Price et al, 2008; Mc Gee et al, 2009; Howlett et al, 2009) and the 

role and impact of First Nations in the negotiations (Smith et al, 2007; Smith, 2010; 

Howlett et al, 2009). Still others, mainly from the environmental groups, have offered 

pointed critiques of the Agreements, particularly in what they perceive as disappointing 

processes and outcomes (Stainsby and Jay, 2009).  One of the most recent articles offers 

insights into the way environmentalists used science and the concept of “nature” to push 
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forward their initial ambition of conservation and protection in the Agreements, 

highlighting the wider implications of these strategies to the broader environmental 

movement (Dempsey, 2011).   

 My thesis extends from these analyses by providing a comprehensive account of 

the timeline of the negotiations and emphasizes several of the innovations and challenges 

involved in reaching the Agreements. This detailed account of the negotiations informs 

my analysis on the broader lessons that can be learned by those charged with 

environmental governance in British Columbia and beyond. It also demonstrates how 

deliberative processes helped enable some of the innovation and ambition in the 

Agreements, and in turn, helped ease some of the structural tensions conditioning 

resource conflicts in the province. Second, this research seeks to clarify the importance of 

the role of First Nations played in the negotiations by analyzing their longer term 

implications for the BC environmental movement and BC government. My research 

questions are as follows:  

1) What was the process and timeline of the negotiations over the Great Bear Rainforest?  

2) What were the breakthroughs and challenges of the processes? What allowed the 

participants in the processes to achieve the results that they did? What are the remaining 

challenges?  

3) What are the legacies of the processes used to negotiate the Great Bear Rainforest 

Agreements, in particular for the environmental movement and First Nations? What are 

the remaining challenges?  

4) What can be learned from the Great Bear Rainforest case to help address 

environmental conflicts at other sites, in British Columbia and beyond?  
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1.4 Methodology  
  I used semi structured interviews to conduct my thesis research because it 

allowed me to gather particularly compelling insights that could be placed in the wider 

context and academic literature. I also read and analyzed other commentaries of the Great 

Bear Rainforest, including news paper articles, press releases, reports and policy 

documents that informed the timeline of events and helped formulate my interview 

questions. I interviewed 11 individuals who were directly or indirectly involved in the 

Great Bear Rainforest negotiations. In order to give a balanced picture of what the 

participants told me, and within the wider context of the negotiations, my interviewees 

were selected from five different “sectors” heavily involved in the negotiations: four 

participants representing environmental groups, one from the forest sector, two 

mediators, two government staff, and two representatives from First Nations 

governments.  In order to recruit interview participants, I used a sampling technique 

known as “snowballing”, where I used the social networks of those participants with 

whom I initially made contact to refer me to other potential interviewees.   

 Each interviewee was asked the identical list of questions [see Appendix A] and 

approximately the same amount of time was allocated for each interview.  The interview 

questions were developed to be open, and involved the use of probes to help guide the 

interviewee to disclose more information or explain a particular point further.  First, the 

interviewees were asked to reflect on the sequence of events that occurred to reach the 

Agreements8 by reviewing a timeline I prepared before the interviews began. This was 

                                                 
8 Please see Appendix B for the timeline given to interviews prior to the interview taking place.  Some 

participants made detailed notes about the sequence and importance of events, while others were satisfied 
with the timeline but divulged more information about it as the interview proceeded. Interestingly, I was 
often told contradictory information about the timing of events and what was expressed in the Agreements 
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followed by their reflections of their overall experience in the processes of the 

negotiations, including the challenges, breakthroughs and opportunities.   

 Once all the interviews were completed, I transcribed each interview into a word 

document. I kept a journal throughout the research process, where I documented my 

reflections almost immediately after each interview and during the interview analysis 

stage. The journaling process allowed me to document and organize my evolving 

perceptions regarding the content of the interview and how it could be interpreted to 

answer my research questions. My initial analysis of each interview took place during 

transcription, when I highlighted and tracked key moments and themes in the margins of 

the document. Further analysis of each interview was used to inform each research 

question and the majority of Chapter 4 (The Story of the Great Bear Rainforest 

Agreements) and Chapter 5 (Legacies of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements). The 

interview data used through the analysis is cited using a predetermined code followed by 

the year, for example “E1, 2009”. 

 In the initial stages of my research, I considered using NVivo software to manage 

and analyze the interview data. After a few interviews, it became evident that my 

interview data would be better used by weaving information and reflections in a narrative 

to tell a particular story, rather than coding specific themes and messages. Due to the 

spacing of my interviews, which took place over the span of five months, I did not 

transcribe each interview right after it was conducted.  Instead, I waited until almost all 

interviews were completed to begin full transcriptions. While this could have placed 

more emphasis on my later interviews, the journaling process I used after each interview 

                                                                                                                                                 
and when in the negotiations.  As a consequence of this, I may change the timeline to represent a longer 
period of time, rather than tell it by year.    
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helped keep reflections and analyses fresh in my mind. However, there is always an 

element of bias, and I did my best to eliminate bias through the journaling processes and 

interview write up stage by completing all write ups before beginning to write my thesis.  
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Chapter 2: Negotiating Environmental Problems 
 

 This chapter provides the wider context for my analysis of the Great Bear 

Rainforest. This context focuses on the wider limitations of institutions of governance to 

effectively address environmental problems and on efforts to respond to these problems 

more directly, particularly by environmentalists. As described in more detail below, many 

of the structural tensions reside in the relationship between governments and the global 

capitalist economy in which we live. Simultaneously, the environmentalism we have 

inherited in North America continues to struggle to focus its strategies in ways that will 

disrupt the constraints placed on governments. As such, in this chapter I examine the way 

theories and practices of deliberative democracy may ease some of these structural 

tensions that condition environmental problems in Canada.  The later chapters will then 

demonstrate how deliberative democracy can be used to understand the challenges and 

significance of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements.  

2.1 Challenges to Environmental Governance in North America  
 In “developed” countries such as Canada, there are many challenges associated 

with adequately addressing environmental problems. This is because these problems are 

intimately linked to our social, economic and political systems.  It has become clear that 

the magnitude and complexity of known environmental problems has increased over the 

last two decades; these problems are much more embedded in our social practices than 

once thought and the range of those affected has broadened significantly (Meadowcroft, 

2002; Hessing et al, 2005: 3-4). These challenges, including the variable and cross-

cutting temporal and spatial scales of environmental problems, have been noted for the 

difficulties they pose to the political institutions we have charged with their management 
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(Lafferty and Meadowcroft, 1996; Young, 2003; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006). Thus far, 

efforts to devise governance arrangements and ultimately political responses capable of 

adequately addressing contemporary environmental problems, has proven all too often to 

be ineffectual, if not impossible (Young 2003; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006).  

 There are several ways to characterize the failures of our political institutions to 

adequately address environmental problems. The most compelling explanation resides in 

the relationship between governments and the global, capitalist economy in which we 

live. Why are governments, such as the federal and provincial governments of Canada, 

reluctant to impose the necessary policies to ensure environmental sustainability? Among 

the major reasons are the structural binds of democratically elected governments (Volpe 

and Shaw, 2009: 149-151).  On the one hand, governments are responsible for ensuring 

the continuous economic growth that affluent societies such as Canada have come to 

expect. Governments have assumed that the most effective way to accomplish this 

growth is to nurture the development of industries. In Canada, much of our economic 

growth is achieved through the exploitation of natural resources, such as forests, oil, and 

natural gas.9 It is the hope and expectation that industries and corporations will provide 

the jobs, income and tax revenues necessary to ensure economic growth and overall a 

satisfied constituency (Volpe and Shaw, 2009: 149-151). Governments presume that if 

they do not facilitate and sustain economic growth, they will be voted out of power.   

 But while nurturing industries is important, governments must also ensure the 

inevitable negative consequences of industrial development, including a degraded 

                                                 
9 It is noted, however, that while unprocessed natural resources such as fish, forest products has historically 

fuelled the Canadian economy, the service sector has grown significantly over the last century. All 
Canadian provinces have developed economies with approximately 70% of the population employed in a 
range of “service sector” occupations (Howlett, 2006: 366).  
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environment and an unhealthy workforce, are kept to a minimum (Booth, 2004:64-65).  

This means governments need to impose at least some environmental regulations (i.e. - 

water quality standards) otherwise these negative consequences will also threaten their 

legitimacy and potential to be re-elected (Hay, 1994; Volpe and Shaw, 2009). But 

governments must also secure the confidence of potential investors (such as natural 

resource extractors) in the economy. Any measures for environmental protection or 

pollution control that may threaten to undermine this confidence may increasingly be 

punished by disinvestment (Dryzek, 1997; Hay, 1994). This disinvestment can slow 

economic grow, which in turn can affect employment, taxes and overall a high standard 

of living.  Thus, governments must also be cautious about environmental regulations that 

impose additional costs to the production of goods and services.  

 Because the economy has become increasingly organized across national 

boundaries over the past 50 years, nurturing industries now means helping them to be 

competitive in a global market place. In a globalized economy, Canadian industries are 

competing against companies whose governments may have minimal or no 

environmental regulations in place. So in order to compete, Canadian companies 

typically lobby the government to limit regulations. In effect, governments must maintain 

legitimacy by simultaneously managing pressures from civil society to ensure a healthy 

environment while fostering the conditions necessary for continuous economic growth to 

occur (Polanyi, 2001). This includes pressures from industry who lobby very hard for lax 

environmental regulations and controls (Hay, 1994).  Thus, the tendency of our political 

institutions is to restrict responses to the minimum response necessary to maintain short 

term legitimacy with their constituencies (Hay, 1994: 220-221).  
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 Therein lies one of the major reasons for the unwillingness, and arguably the 

incapacity, of governments to provide the action necessary to address contemporary 

environmental problems. Fortunately, it is not just governments that have the 

responsibility or inclination to ensure the health of the planet. The definition of 

environmental issues, the formation of policies and measures to mitigate undesirable 

consequences – in other words, the governance of environmental problems – has evolved 

significantly over the last four decades (Bulkeley and Mol, 2003; Young, 2003; Wapner, 

1995). In particular, citizen based groups, such as environmental non-governmental 

organizations (ENGOs) have emerged with “the aim of protecting the earth” (Wapner, 

1996: 2) and have successfully directed public and political attention towards 

environmental issues (Hessing et al, 2005: 146). Factors such as increased public 

education on the severity of many environmental and resource issues, better laws for 

access to information, and improved organizational capabilities have contributed to the 

rise and success of environmental groups in Canada (Hessing et al, 2005: 146) In the 

discussion below, I examine the environmentalism we have inherited in North America to 

address environmental issues and what it can offer to effectively address contemporary 

environmental problems.  

2.2 Environmentalism in North America 
The problem is not external to us; it’s us. It’s a human problem having to do with how we 

organize society.  

 -Michael Shellenberger and Ted Nordhaus (2004:12) 

 While the severity of many important environmental problems has increased over 

the last three decades, environmentalism in North America has evolved and adapted to 
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respond to these problems. Most noticeably through the establishment of environmental 

non-governmental organizations (ENGOs), environmentalists have worked hard to bring 

serious (and global) environmental problems to the public’s attention, including air and 

water pollution, whaling, deforestation, nuclear waste and now ‘third generation’ 

problems such as climate change and loss of biodiversity.  ENGOs range in their interests 

and strategies, from early conservation organizations such as Ducks Unlimited to those 

that have been known to advocate for more “direct action” on environmental issues, such 

as Earth First!, The Sea Shepard Society and Greenpeace (Hessing et al, 2005: 148). 

Importantly, environmental groups have developed many strategies to shape widespread 

human behaviour regarding environmental issues (Wapner, 1996). 

  Environmental groups have learned to pursue their end goals in ways that extend 

beyond, and in some cases in spite of, forms of governance that directly involve nation 

states (such as the Canadian government). Wapner (1996: 7) points out that “non state 

forms of governance exist and can be used to effect widespread change.” Two of the most 

effective strategies used by environmental groups have been to challenge the activities of 

transnational corporations directly, and to institute solutions effectively independent of 

governments (Newell, 2001:88; Sasser, 2003: 230). Much of the time, these strategies are 

based on the level of threat to the reputation or business interests of a corporation.  In 

some cases, corporations (often transnational) find themselves dealing with simultaneous, 

coordinated actions of an international nature that include consumer boycotts, 

shareholder activism and the recent emergence of third-party stewardship councils (such 

as the Forest Stewardship Council).  As a result of these strategies, companies have been 

forced to justify their actions to broader public constituencies, and in the process have 
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introduced new dialogues and arguably new forms of authority that include heavy 

involvement from environmental groups (Newell, 2001: 98-100).   

 Despite the past successes of the environmental movement, such as those 

achieved through regulation and market-based campaigns, very serious environmental 

problems continue to persist and threaten many parts of the world. Especially with the 

global threats of climate change, debate continues over the future trajectory of 

environmentalism in North America and how it can be used most effectively to address 

these contemporary environmental problems. In a provocative essay titled Death of 

Environmentalism, two prominent environmentalists, Shellenberger and Nordhaus (2004: 

10) argue that current environmentalism needs to literally “die” because it has become 

about protecting a supposed thing – “the environment” – and designating certain 

problems as environmental as others as not, rather than advancing a holistic worldview. 

This narrow definition is problematic because it has encouraged an environmentalism 

that focuses on short term “technical policy fixes” and has created an overwhelming list 

of issues that “tend to promote feelings of helplessness and isolation among would be 

supporters” (Shellenberger and Nordhaus, 2004: 30). Over the last 30 years, the strategy 

for environmentalists has been to define a problem as “environmental”, use science to 

support and draft technical solutions, and lobby legislators and governments to 

implement technical and regulatory policies. According to Shellenberger and Nordhaus, 

the tactics environmentalists use to push their agendas—such as lobbying, third party 

allies, research reports, advertising, and public relations—fail to provide an inspiring 

vision for North Americans that will “define the debate, divide our opponents and build 

our political power over time” (27). By using this narrow definition of environmental 
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problems, environmentalists also miss opportunities to build powerful alliances with 

labour unions, industry and local communities. In other words, the current 

environmentalism lacks the strategy, vision and will to succeed in solving contemporary 

environmental problems, especially climate change.  

 Instead, Shellenberger and Nordhaus believe that current “environmentalism” 

needs to take a collective step back to rethink everything including strategy and tactics, 

and aim for a completely new and inspiring environmentalism that forms a “marriage 

between visions, values and policy” (26).  More practically, they believe this new vision 

must speak to the core values of Americans, the same values that inspired “the railroads, 

the highways, the electronic industry and the internet” and frame the problem around not 

just the “environment” but also the economy (28). They argue for a 3rd wave of 

environmentalism that is based on public private partnerships and massive investment in 

clean energy, transportation and efficiency. To move their strategy forward, they 

emphasize the potential that can be created when coalitions are formed of 

environmentalists, labour, businesses and allies who share a common set of values. This 

3rd wave of environmentalism differs from the two that come before it as it pushes for the 

movement to build political power and eventually a political majority that can rival the 

policies of current political parties (who have quite successfully formed proposals using 

their core set of values).        

 There are other scholars and practitioners, such as Timothy Luke, who have 

argued that while indeed environmentalists have defined environmental problems too 

narrowly and their tactics for addressing environmental problems are proving to be 

ineffectual, the way forward is not on a vision that relies so heavily on market forces and 
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ultimately the capitalist economy. This line of analysis suggests the strategy advocated 

for by Shellenberger and Nordhaus underestimates the level of private interests that often 

sway the notion of a ‘public’ good and ultimately provide no real guarantee for better 

environmental outcomes (Hoffman, 2003: 77). Instead, Luke (2005: 490) argues that the 

challenge (and solution) is to “develop a truly public ecology with new institutions, 

organizations and ideas whose material articulation can balance the insights of scientific 

experts, the concerns of private property holders, the worries about social inequity, and 

the need for ecological sustainability to support human and non human life in the 21st 

century.”  It is public ecology that is best suited to ‘reconstruct’ environmentalism as a 

vital space for addressing the world’s major ecological problems because “it provides a 

framework for gathering together new progressive movements aimed at achieving equity 

from the economy and ecology of the Earth” (Luke, 2005: 489).  In other words, because 

the environment is a public space and a collective good, it must be cared for with caution, 

openly and through collective deliberation (Luke, 2005: 493).  

 While Luke is consistent with Shellenberger and Nordhaus insofar as he agrees 

that current environmentalism is incapable of dealing with contemporary environmental 

problems (and ultimately experiencing a legitimacy crisis of its own), his approach places 

much more emphasis on the importance and potential of processes in environmental 

inquiry and decision making. The notion of public ecology can also offer valuable 

insights for environmental policy formation as the primary goal of public ecology is to 

build common ground among competing beliefs and values for the environment 

(Robertson and Hull, 2003:400).  For example, public ecology allows for the insights of 

life sciences, physical science, applied humanities and public policy to mix into a 
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conceptual whole. Public ecology also entails processes that value participation of 

extended peer communities including a variety of research specialists, policy makers, 

citizens and other stakeholders (Robertson and Hull, 2003:400).  Public ecology, and 

environmentalism in particular, offers the potential to create the kinds of spaces where 

environmental values can be incorporated into decision making in a way that places 

greater significance on promoting and maintaining high levels of ecological integrity.  

My analysis of the Great Bear Rainforest to follow in Chapter Four and Five will 

demonstrate how the above criteria for a “public ecology” approach – in partiular new 

institutions and ideas, the need for ecological sustainability to support human and non-

human life, processes that value participation of extended peer communities and 

collective deliberation – were used in effective ways during the negotaitions to acheive 

the vision expressed in the Agreements.  

 Shellenberger and Nordhaus (2004) emphasize the failures of contemporary 

environmentalism and put forward a strong case for how the environmental movement 

can solve current environmental problems effectively. Although they focus on large scale 

environmental groups in the United States and push to frame environmental problems 

around economic opportunities, what is important about their argument is their claim for 

a different approach to environmentalism and the strategies they use to affect widespread 

change.  However, what is contentious about their argument is that the vision they 

advocate for relies heavily on private interests that as Luke (2005: 490) claims “are pitted 

against truly collective public concerns.” While solutions to environmental problems that 

use “private interests” to succeed are compelling in that they allow our North American 

society to continue to enjoy high levels of wealth and comfort, they do not address the 
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pressure being placed on the finite amount of natural resources we rely on through 

resource extraction to maintain economic growth. Currently, elected governments 

presume they will only remain in power if they foster the very extraction activities that 

are causing severe environmental degradation. And environmentalists may find it 

increasingly difficult to deploy effective strategies to achieve wide spread change if they 

do broaden their vision of environmental problems. 

 So what we can take from both Shellenberger and Nordhaus and Luke is that our 

institutions of governance and environmentalism need to be pushed to understand the 

challenge of solving environmental problems differently and in turn make different kinds 

of decisions to move solutions forward. But what is difficult here, especially for 

environmentalists, is developing an economic vision that is true to ecological integrity yet 

enables relative levels of wealth and comfort. Theories of deliberative democracy can 

offer this challenge new processes and opportunities for developing new solutions. These 

processes not only include economic and political interests, but allow for the opportunity 

to have the concerns of other actors such as environmentalists to be considered in the 

decision making process. The theories of deliberative democracy are a compelling way to 

understand the successes and constraints of the negotiation processes used to reach the 

Great Bear Rainforest Agreements, as well as understand the wider implications of those 

processes, and the Agreements themselves.  It is deliberative democracy that we turn to 

next. 

  2.3 Deliberative Democracy and the Legitimacy Challenge    
 Although the precise definition of deliberative democracy is debatable, the main 

institutional principle explains that “greater participation by citizens in debates about 
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public problems increases the democratic legitimacy of decision making processes” 

(Smith, 2005: 209).  Deliberative democracy offers institutions where the participation of 

citizens takes place in inclusive and reasoned political dialogue (Smith, 2003: 55-76).  

Deliberative democracy also opens up the opportunity for critique and scrutiny, which is 

crucial for ensuring the legitimacy of expert forms of authority within political 

institutions (Smith, 2003: 65). Practically speaking, these aspects of deliberative 

democracy can reconcile the fact that decisions are often made by those far removed from 

the direct impact of their decisions (often a criticism of the capitalist economy currently 

in place). 

 Theories of deliberative democracy also speak to the legitimacy crisis of most 

governments, as involving the public in processes of creating policies that affect the 

environment is necessary for governments to secure legitimacy with their constituency 

(Paehlke, 1996). In fact, non-participatory forms of policy making can be considered 

“illegitimate, ineffective and undemocratic, both by politicians and by stakeholders 

themselves” (Bulkeley and Mol, 2003:144). So while the state remains in the difficult 

position of attempting to balance the conditions upon which economic growth can occur 

and ensure a healthy environment, a “deliberative democracy” approach can offer 

insights into how that balance may be achieved through a more engaged process of 

making decisions. At the very least, a deliberative democracy model allows various 

values, such as environmental values, and more (and ideally equal) time and 

consideration to be included in the decision making process.  

 While deliberative democracy cannot solve contemporary environmental 

problems in its own right, perhaps deliberative democracy can help achieve a more 
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“public ecology” advocated for by Luke, as it is consistent with many of public ecology’s 

core principles. In theory, deliberative democracy offers a way for achieving the 

“collective and open” deliberation of ecological matters that is called for by Luke.  As 

public ecology places emphasis on process and environmental inquiry, deliberative 

democracy offers insights into what those processes could look like, and what kinds of 

outcomes they produce.  For example, deliberative institutions can offer mechanisms 

through which scientific and technological knowledge is democratically regulated, and 

presents a setting in which both “expert” and “lay” knowledge is articulated in 

environmental policies (Smith, 2005: 210).  

 It is implied that democratic deliberation improves the flow of information by 

actively engaging individuals who have direct experience with the risks and effects of 

environmental problems or changes (Eckersley, 2004: 111; Smith, 2003: 62). Drawing on 

many actors also creates an epistemological advantage for deliberative institutions 

because of their consequent ability to respond to the complexity and uncertainty 

associated with contemporary environmental problems (Smith, 2005: 210). In the context 

of environmental policy formation, democratic deliberation (inclusive and unconstrained 

dialogue) is more likely to result in policies that are more environmentally sustainable 

because the knowledge, experience and capabilities of differently situated actors will 

most likely result in more “ecologically rational” policies (Smith, 2005: Dryzek, 

1997:91-95). Overall, deliberative democracy offers the potential for more legitimate 

political decisions to be made, this legitimacy being enhanced by increased reflection on 

competing environmental values and perspectives (Smith, 2003: 65).        
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 While some aspects of deliberative democracy are compelling, it is necessary to 

focus on the challenges linked to recognizing deliberative democracy as a viable option 

for institutions of governance to move forward solutions to environmental problems. One 

of the major criticisms is the political feasibility of deliberation. While it is understood 

that deliberative democracy has the potential to produce more legitimate forms of 

political and expert authority in environmental policy making, there are difficulties 

associated with how deliberative democracy might be institutionalized (Smith, 2005: 

277).  In a practical sense, decisions (and policies) need to be made within a given period 

of time. Here, deliberative democracy brings up tensions between the basic need for a 

decision and the need for collective decisions based on reflective preferences and with 

less attention to the timeliness of a decision. The perceived “uncertainty” that 

characterizes many environmental problems can arguably limit the scope for deliberation 

in policy formation because “actors come to the table with very different concepts of the 

problem and possible solutions” (Bulkeley and Mol, 2003: 150).  In turn, this means 

reaching consensus (frequently the goal of deliberative policy instruments) amongst 

actors is very difficult, if at all possible, to achieve.  

 Deliberative democracy also presents challenges to green theory and politics.  Put 

most clearly by Goodin (1992): “To advocate democracy is to advocate procedures, to 

advocate environmentalism is to advocate substantive outcomes: what guarantee can we 

have that the former procedures will yield the latter sorts of outcomes?” (p.168). In other 

words, deliberative democracy cannot guarantee that environmental values will 

necessarily be given a higher priority in decisions (Smith, 2005).  This is important for 

those who believe that the focus of environmental decision making needs to be strictly on 
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the promotion of core green values and the protection of the environment.  It also raises 

questions about the legitimacy that is established through the processes and/or the 

procedures used to reach the decisions.  In this case, these procedures, and in essence, 

particular forms of democracy are secondary to the outcomes of the decision (Smith, 

2003: 67). Interestingly, public ecology offers a counterargument to this line of analysis, 

and it encourages and believes open deliberative engagement will yield more 

environmentally sound outcomes because ultimately the earth is truly a “public good”  

(Luke, 2005). 

 As it is clear that not one particular approach will solve all contemporary 

environmental problems, perhaps the best way to understand deliberative democracy (and 

even public ecology) is how this approach might be blended with other institutional 

structures, or in other words deliberative democracy should be understood not as a self 

contained model of democracy but as an ingredient of democracy (Saward, 2000: 68). 

Within the context set out above, deliberative democracy offers processes and 

mechanisms for reaching different kinds of “environmental” decisions. It provides a way 

for states to remain legitimate to their constituency with the potential of ensuring long 

term, sustainable environmental protection. It can also help environmentalists move 

forward new strategies that will incorporate strong ecological principles and the 

importance of human well being into environmental policies.  

 It is not my intention to argue that the Great Bear Rainforest demonstrates a 

perfect example of deliberative democracy in action. Rather, I am using deliberative 

democracy as a way to understand the significance and challenges of the processes used 

to reach the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements, and in turn, how institutions of 
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governance learn from deliberative processes like the ones demonstrated throughout the 

Great Bear Rainforest negotiations. Given the negotiations involved several novel 

institutions and processes (i.e. the JSP and government to government negotiations) that 

were enabled by a more deliberative approach to resolving an environmental conflict, this 

site demonstrates what deliberative democracy can offer to the context of structural 

tensions set out above. For example, the deliberative process allowed different actors to 

come together to first discuss the possibility of a new economic model for the region, and 

to then produce the necessary investment to support the “conservation” economy by 

establishing the Coast Opportunities Funds (COF).  While the conservation economy was 

in large part due to the push from First Nations leaders – who demanded initiatives that 

resulted in lasting benefits for their communities – the conception, fundraising and 

organization of the COF was conducted by the JSP, and mostly by environmental groups. 

Interestingly, this was not an initiative advanced or led by the BC government.  

 The deliberative process also allowed for the creation of the Coast Information 

Team (CIT), comprised of scientists from all sectors involved in the negotiations, not just 

“government” scientists. The science conducted by the CIT was then used to inform the 

province-sponsored land use planning process, an example of expert and lay knowledge 

being used in a decision making process. Both the CIT and the public land use planning 

process gave credibility and legitimacy to the BC government. They were seen by the 

public as taking an active role in the negotiations, while allowing some of those most 

affected (community members, local businesses, tourism industry, First Nations) be 

heavily involved in the decision making process. The result of the deliberative character 

of the LRMP process was encompassed in the Agreements in several ways, for example, 
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the “Biodiversity, Mining and Tourism Areas” which were included in the protected 

areas of the region. These areas allow for mining exploration and tourism developments 

(Armstrong, 2009: 27).   

 Finally, the deliberative character of the CIT, and JSP and LRMP process (among 

other processes such as the government to government negotiations) enabled agreement 

between several parties on the terms of a new forest management system for the region, 

known as ecosystem based management.  While considerable challenges remain for 

implementing the terms of ecosystem based management on the ground (discussed in 

more detail in Chapter Four), the establishment of the EBM Handbook and the five year 

implementation plan for EBM are the result in part of processes and institutions that were 

able to deliberate environmental values and the need to create sustainable economies for 

the residents of the region. This is another example of the sectors involved in these 

negotiations grappling with the problem of trying to create an economic model that 

achieves high levels of ecological integrity but also ensures relative levels of health, 

wealth and comfort. A more detailed analysis of how precisely the deliberative processes 

helped ease the structural tensions conditioning the struggles over the Great Bear 

Rainforest will be provided in Chapters Four and Five.  

 I do note that many tensions arise in the claim that the Great Bear Rainforest 

negotiations are an example of deliberative democracy. In fact, elements of the 

negotiations were not deliberative and even deemed undemocratic, including the initial 

talks and agreements between forest companies and environmentalists, and the 

government to government negotiations between First Nations’ governments and the BC 

government. And indeed, once the markets campaign was put on hold, many of the 
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negotiation processes were taken out of the “public light” and conducted at a higher 

political level, perhaps one of the reasons for the struggles that now exist with the 

implementation of some of the outcomes of the negotiations. And at this site, the 

deliberative character of the processes and institutions used was likely the cause of the 

decade long negotiations, and why negotiations over the implementation of EBM are still 

ongoing. However, the case of the Great Bear Rainforest demonstrates how deliberative 

democracy enabled new processes and institutions that would not have otherwise been 

used had more conventional strategies to deal with forest struggles continued to be 

deployed by environmentalists, the BC government and forest companies in the province. 

Despite the challenges associated with institutionalizing deliberative democracy, its 

theories and attempts to be institutionalized to date can and should be taken seriously by 

practitioners of public ecology, environmentalists and the state.   

2.4 Conclusion  
 This chapter has sketched some of the wider context and constraints that have 

inhibited the effective resolution of environmental problems by our institutions of 

governance.  I have focused primarily on what these wider constraints might suggest for 

both governments and environmentalists in terms of strategies and approaches for 

moving forward effective solutions. With a society that has come to accept continuous 

economic growth, and a state that is expected to foster that growth, the state is left with 

significant barriers to ensuring environmental protection and resolving the current (and 

future) environmental problems we all face. Despite the evolution of a prominent 

environmental movement, it seems as though it too remains unable to adequately deal 

with contemporary environmental problems in a way that will provide a vision or 
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framework for future struggles.  While strong arguments have been made for a “new” 

environmentalism (Shellenberger and Nordhaus, 2004), the most current model of 

environmentalism remains reliant on the institutional frameworks and capitalist economy 

that facilitate severe environmental problems.  However, others call for a “public 

ecology” approach, where more emphasis is placed on the processes used to reach 

decisions regarding environmental problems.  Perhaps theories of deliberative democracy 

can help both environmentalism and the state to engage these challenges: giving 

environmentalists ways to focus their strategies that will disrupt the constraints placed on 

governments, and allow governments to remain more legitimate to their constituency 

while adequately addressing environmental struggles.  Hence, we are left with the 

overarching question: Can a more deliberative democratic decision making process help 

ease some of the structural tensions that inhibit the effective resolution to environmental 

problems?  My argument is that the Great Bear Rainforest can provide instructive lessons 

to institutions of governance by demonstrating how deliberative processes can help ease 

some of the structural tensions that condition resource conflicts in Canada, and possibly 

beyond. In the analysis that follows, I demonstrate how these kinds of struggles and 

debates are playing out in British Columbia, particularly through conflicts over forest 

policy.   
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Chapter 3: Environmental Governance in British Columbia 
 
 An examination of the struggles over forestry in BC provides a clear illustration 

of the context discussed in the previous chapter. Just like other governments, the BC 

government is required to foster the conditions upon which economic growth can occur.  

The BC government relies heavily on the exploitation and extraction of natural resources 

to achieve this growth. Consequently, the challenges associated with balancing the 

pressures from an affluent civil society and fostering a resource extraction-based 

economy, historically the forest sector, are very prevalent in the province. Traditionally, 

forestry advocates have lobbied hard for government forest policy that promotes 

employment and overall high standards of living in the province. Simultaneously, a 

“healthy” environment is strongly advocated for by a prominent (and evolving) 

environmental movement. This movement is historically based on the wilderness 

movement, one that fights very hard to protect the “resources” being extracted, for 

example trees and forest ecosystems. Such struggles over forests have been particularly 

prominent in British Columbia during the past few decades (Wilson, 2001). Each sector 

discussed, along with several others, has placed significant pressure on the government to 

create “appropriate” policies for the use of BC’s forests. The BC government has 

attempted to resolve these tensions by implementing more deliberative decision making 

processes that provide more opportunities for public participation. In effect, this allows 

for the consideration of differing values during the policy formation process, including 

the Commission on Resources and Environment and the Land and Resources 

Management Plan (LRMP) process (Wilson, 2001: 32).  
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  Before examining the specifics of the Great Bear Rainforest, I will first explore 

how the wider context described in Chapter Two is playing out in British Columbia, as it 

provides the important backdrop to understanding the significance of the Great Bear 

Rainforest negotiations in relation to the wider struggles and debates experienced by 

those charged with environmental governance.    

3.1 The Role of Forests  
The province of British Columbia has a total land base of 93 million hectares.  

Approximately 63% (or 60 million hectares) of that land base is covered by forests.  The 

majority of the forests are publically owned (Crown land) while a remaining 5% is 

privately or federally held (Tollefson et al, 2008: 56-57).  Forests have played an 

important role in the development of the province, as the forest industry is a vital part the 

BC economy.  Generally speaking, the industry provides employment, is the foundation 

for many rural communities, and contributes significant resources to government 

revenues. Forest payments (stumpage fees) contribute 10% to direct revenues and make 

up an important component of the province’s tax base (British Columbia Ministry of 

Forests, 2003: 4; Markey, 2005: 73-74). For example, in 2003 the forestry sector 

represented 8% of provincial GDP and provided approximately 87, 000 British 

Columbians with direct employment (BC Ministry of Forests, 2003: 4).  Also in that year, 

the total exports (wood products and pulp and paper products) accounted for 46% of BC 

origin exports to all countries (BC Stats, 2010: 4).     

The forest management system in BC is important to understand as it 

demonstrates some of the reasons why governments are cautious to implement strict 

environmental regulations (as described in Chapter Two).  Because of BC’s long history 
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and dependence on a resource extraction economy, a close tie between the forest industry 

and the BC government has developed.  The strength of this relationship is evident by the 

management responsibilities and authority forest companies have inherited from the BC 

government (in this case, the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 

Operations10) through the tenure system.  The forest tenure system is a complex mix of 

legislation, regulations, contractual agreements and government policies that grant forest 

companies long term renewable leases, giving them timber harvesting rights on 

provincial lands (Tollefson et al, 2008; Pralle 2007).11 The tenure system was designed to 

allow for a constant supply of timber, and as such it generates revenue for the province in 

the form of stumpage fees, and ensures profits for private forest companies through the 

global market for wood products. As a result, both forest companies and the BC 

government have incentives to maintain the tenure system.  

Historically, logging practices in BC have been based on the concept of ‘sustained 

yield’. Sustained yield is defined as “a perpetual yield of wood of commercially useable 

quality from regional areas in yearly or periodic quantities of equal or increasing volume” 

(Markey et al, 2005: 60). Sustained yield facilitates the conversion of first growth (and 

old growth) forests into even aged forests that are considered crops to be harvested on 

periodic rotations. Traditionally, it was thought that old growth forests should be 

harvested as quickly as possible and converted to rapid-growth stands of timber (Booth, 

                                                 
10 The government regulator of forests, the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, has 

authority of most matters and policies regarding forests, including: land use, rate of cut, stumpage fee 
amounts and logging practices (Pralle, 2007: 36). 

11 Under the BC Forest Act, there are provisions for eleven different types of forest tenure that grant 
harvesting rights, including tree farm licenses (TFL), forest license, time sale licenses, woodlot licences and 
community forest agreements (Tollefson et al, 2008: 122-123). Currently, TFLs and forest licenses 
dominate large scale industrial forestry in the province. Tree farm licenses give forest companies control 
over particular forest areas for up to twenty-five years, with the option to renew the lease every ten years 
(Pralle, 2007: 37-39).  However, a number of small, short-term licences exist and since the early 2000s have 
increased from 5% to 20% of the total licenses (Tollefson et al, 2008: 123) 
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2004: 81). The sustained yield framework continued to be very profitable for both large 

industry and the BC government into the mid-1980s. By that time, the BC forest industry 

was comprised of 10 major companies that controlled the rights to a majority of the 

timber supply (Wilson, 1998: 22). These major companies were among the province’s 

largest corporations and major employers (Wilson, 1998: 22). These forest companies 

enjoyed secure harvesting rights and had no responsibility for replanting or forest 

management (Marchak, 1995: 88).  Presumably, the forest industry (including large 

sawmills and pulp mills) being owned by a few companies put the BC government in a 

difficult position. If a new government made abrupt or significant changes to the tenure 

system, the entire provincial economy would feel the effects and that government would 

likely be voted out of power. By the mid 1980s, the result of these structural tensions was 

“large areas of insufficiently restocked land, together with land badly managed and 

damaged through logging practices” (Marchak, 1995: 116).   

Until the mid 80s, the tenure system (described above) made it difficult for 

environmental groups and local communities to challenge forest policies and practices 

(Pralle, 2007: 39).  The 1978 Forest Act did not allow citizens and environmental groups 

the opportunity to challenge individual forest plans at the time of tree license renewal 

(Pralle, 2007: 40-41).  However, in the early 1990s, forest policies and land use planning 

in BC began to change because of growing social unrest over the way forests were 

managed (Wilson, 2001: 31-36; Tollefson et al, 2008).  In 1991, the NDP Harcourt 

government initiated an ambitious protected areas strategy that by the end of the decade 

had doubled the amount of protected areas within the province (Tollefson et al, 2008: 

66).  More importantly, the NDP government of BC at that time began to develop land 
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use negotiation processes, particularly for the regions that were facing difficult land use 

issues, including Vancouver Island (Wilson, 2001: 41-42). The Commission on Resource 

and Environment (CORE) took the lead role in developing and implementing a 

“community planning processes” that would advise cabinet in an independent manner on 

land use and related resource and environment issues.  Its aim was to ensure that “by 

participating directly in the decision making process, all legitimate interests [had] an 

opportunity to be heard and to ‘own’ the decision” (Wilson, 2001: 42).  According to the 

key principles of CORE “confrontation with its unavoidable social and economic costs, is 

replaced by negotiation leading to a decision acceptable to all parts of the community” 

(Wilson, 2001: 42).  The establishment of CORE in this way demonstrates attempts by 

the BC government to use more deliberative processes in land use decisions, and is 

perhaps an example of a “new organization” advocated for under a public ecology 

approach. Despite the changes made to land use decision making, ecological concerns 

over BC’s old growth forests remained as the forest sector was still operating under 

“sustained yield” principles.  

 Forest companies and the BC government were put under considerable strain 

when the sustainability of the province’s forestry practices were brought to the public’s 

attention in a significant way by environmental groups and First Nations in early 1990s. 

As well, BC forest companies that were heavily export dependent were drastically 

affected when growing markets in Japan and other Pacific Rim countries entered a deep 

recession (Tollefson et al, 2008: 54). The lumber export dispute with the United States 

(BC’s largest customer) also hampered any efforts by the forestry companies to secure 

new business (Tollefson et al, 2008: 54). Increasing regulatory costs and low capital 
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investment have led to mill closures and production shut downs all over the province.  

This crisis was complicated by other forces, such as the mountain pine beetle epidemic 

and devastating wildfires reducing the available cut in many forest regions (Tollefson et 

al, 2008: 54). We now turn to the role environmentalists played in forcing governments 

and forest companies to rethink forest policy in BC.   

3.2 Environmentalism in British Columbia 
  Just as the resource economy of BC has supported a (once) vibrant forest industry 

it has also encouraged the development of a prominent environmental movement.  Put 

very simply, the economic growth supported by resource extraction has helped create a 

generally well educated, environmentally aware population that enjoys levels of 

economic security and public services unlike many other nations in the world. To 

complicate matters further for governments, the province also holds a level of 

biodiversity that is unmatched in any other Canadian province (Wilson, 1998). British 

Columbia supports 100 species of terrestrial mammals including more mega fauna 

species than any other province or state in North America, and is a refuge for large, multi 

species predator prey systems. The environmental movement in the province has a long 

track record of pursuing forest and wilderness conservation, with a particular interest in 

campaigns to protect old growth forests (Wilson, 1998: 43).  

 In the 1970s and 80s, the wilderness movement in British Columbia advocated for 

the preservation of specific areas such as the Stein, the Valhalla and South Moresby. 

However, this movement was up against a coalition of government (then Ministry of 

Forests) and the forest industry who did not acknowledge a “wilderness conservation” 

problem. It was their stance that the existing system (of tenure and sustained yield 
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management) provided adequate protection and more importantly, they argued that the 

preservation of additional large amounts of forested land would have significant negative 

consequences for the economy (Wilson, 2001: 36-37). This steadfast aversion to 

accepting the importance of wilderness preservation led to frustrated environmentalists 

who soon realized the limitations of a “valley by valley” or piecemeal approach to forest 

ecosystem protection.  Fuelled by this frustration, it was in the mid 1980s that 

environmental leaders began to shift the way wilderness protection campaigns advanced 

(Wilson, 2001: 36-37). A series of external forces helped their efforts, including the 

release and international acknowledgment of the Brundtland Commission in 1987, which 

suggested that nations secure 12 percent of their land as protected areas. 

Environmentalists were quick to point out that less than six percent of the province was 

protected at that time (Tollefson et al, 2008: 65).  By the end of the 1980s, a “war in the 

woods” (documented well by newspapers and scholars) had begun between loggers and 

environmentalists that continued for well over a decade (Hayter, 2003). 

 Initiatives like the “protected areas strategy” led by the NDP government did not 

seem to calm the ‘war in the woods.’ Furthermore, this conflict was heightened when a 

cabinet decision to allow logging in Clayoquot Sound, another relatively intact swathe of 

temperate rainforest located on the west coast of Vancouver Island (Wilson, 2001:42).  

This decision enraged environmental groups, First Nations, and some local residents of 

the area, who had previously expressed their discontent with logging in the Sound, 

including the organizing of blockades on Meares Island in 1984, Sulphur Passage in 1988 

and Bulson Creek in 1991 (Pralle, 2007: 42-43).  The conflicts over logging culminated 

in 1993, when the NDP government announced its own solution to the Sound, known as 
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the Clayoquot Sound Land Use Decision, which called for the preservation of 

approximately one-third of the area and logging in what land remained (Pralle, 2007: 44). 

Many environmentalists were outraged by this decision. In the summer of 1993, acts of 

nonviolent civil disobedience took place in Clayoquot Sound that resulted in over eight 

hundred arrests because protestors were blocking logging roads (Pralle, 2007: 44; Shaw, 

2004: 378).   

 Environmentalists took their campaigns further by drawing international attention 

to the destructive logging practices of BC’s forest industry in the hopes of pressuring the 

government to change forest policies. In doing so, the environmental groups made a 

significant shift in campaign strategies to refocus on international market campaigns. In 

short, environmentalists visited buyers of BC timber and conducted a highly publicized 

public education campaign in key European countries in an effort to persuade them to 

boycott BC forest products (Tollefson et al, 2008; Shaw 2004: 378-379). The strategic 

shift to an international markets campaign was the consequence of environmental groups 

realizing they were not going to achieve the changes they sought by lobbying the BC 

government with public protests.  This exemplifies the structural bind of democratically 

elected governments insofar as forestry was too important to the BC economy for the 

government to make significant changes to existing forest policy. Because the 

government was incapable of forcing companies to change their logging practices, 

environmental groups shifted tactics completely to target companies directly, with the 

hopes that this tactic would force change. This strategic shift picks up on Wapner’s 

(1996: 7) arguments of going “beyond the state” to bring about widespread change.  
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Environmentalists were starting to demonstrate the need for (and possible successes of) 

an environmentalism seeking to directly affect, if not transform, economic structures.   

 The struggles and resolutions of Clayoquot Sound have been well documented 

and analyzed elsewhere (Magnusson and Shaw, 2003), however, for this context what is 

important is the lessons environmentalists learned and went on to apply to other 

struggles, namely the Great Bear Rainforest (Shaw, 2004).  A very important lesson 

learned by environmentalists through the struggles over Clayoquot Sound was the need to 

address First Nations concerns in their campaigns (Shaw, 2004: 377).  Not only were the 

claims of local First Nations (the Nuu-chah-nulth) to their traditional lands strengthening, 

elsewhere in BC other legal precedents were being set to help First Nations gain 

recognition of their claimed right and title.  As discussed in more detail below, the 

importance of this growing legal authority cannot be underestimated, as it had (and 

continues to have) significant implications for both the BC environmental movement and 

government. To have the support of First Nations meant environmentalists needed to 

engage in solutions that involved establishing viable economies in the region. This meant 

considering some kind of forestry activities in the region (Shaw, 2004: 377). The BC 

government was now being faced with reconciling the claimed rights and title of First 

Nations with resource management regimes on provincial land, particularly forests, while 

attempting to balance the need to maintain economic viability of the forest industry and 

contain and satisfy powerful environmental groups.  

 We now turn to the role First Nations have played in forcing recent changes to 

forest policy (and resource management more broadly) in BC.  The following section is 

structured somewhat differently from the sections discussing the role of forests and 
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environmentalism is BC, as it will give a broader overview of the current context of First 

Nations right and title in British Columbia.  This discussion reveals a particular aspect of 

the BC context not fully discussed above, yet it is crucial to understanding how local 

complexities add to the wider constraints described in Chapter Two.  In turn, the 

following analysis will help bring to light the significance and legacies of the Great Bear 

Rainforest Agreements discussed in Chapter Four.   
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3.3 Indigenous Rights in British Columbia 
 Unlike Indigenous peoples elsewhere in Canada, most First Nations in British 

Columbia have not signed treaties with the government.12 This means that much of the 

province is still under claim by First Nations. Until recently, the BC government refused 

to recognize First Nations’ title, which created considerable tension between First 

Nations and the BC government, especially when traditional territories were being slated 

for development (Markey et al, 2005: 88; Tollefson et al, 2008). In 1982, the BC 

government was forced to reverse its non-recognition policy after the Canadian 

Constitution was amended to include the protection for “existing Aboriginal rights and 

title” (McKee, 2009: 29). Despite the Constitution, it was another ten years before the 

government established the BC Treaty Commission in 1992 to give contemporary 

definition to First Nations rights and title.  The progress of the negotiations has been 

slow, as almost fifty BC First Nations have participated in the talks since 1992 but only 

two have signed final agreements, both in 2007 (Tollefson et al, 2008: 169).   

 Along with the BC treaty process (some would argue in spite of it), the role of 

First Nations in natural resource management has been driven by judicial precedent on 

Aboriginal rights and title issues (Tollefson et al, 2008: 170; Howlett, 2001: 120-139). A 

series of court cases including Sparrow (1990), Van der Peet (1996), Delgamuukw 

(1997), and Haida Nation (2004) found that neither the province nor the federal 

government can unilaterally extinguish constitutionally protected Aboriginal rights; 

infringements of such rights must meet strict criteria that includes meaningful 

                                                 
12 The exceptions are those nations in the Northeastern corner of the province covered by Treaty 8, and those 

who signed the Douglas Treaties in what is now Greater Victoria and the surrounding area. Thus far, two 
treaties have been signed as a result of the current treaty process: the Tsawwassen First Nation near 
Vancouver, BC and the Maa-Nulth Treaty Society, an organization representing five Nations on central 
Vancouver Island.  Nisga’a Nation has also signed a treaty but it was initiated and completed outside of the 
current treaty process (Tollefson et al, 2009: 235). 
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consultation with affected First Nations; and Aboriginal title exists as a distinct species of 

Aboriginal rights (Tollefson et al, 2008: 170; James, 2009: 61-62).  The Haida Nation 

decision has had the most significant impact on the relationship between First Nations 

and the BC government. In it the Canadian Supreme Court ruled that provincial and 

federal governments have a duty to consult with First Nations where “it has the 

knowledge of a potential rights and title claim that could be adversely affected by 

government action” (Tollefson et al, 2008: 170). However, the scope of this duty varies, 

depending on the strength of the claim and the nature of the impact of the action on 

Aboriginal rights. Crucially, however, it is increasingly clear that the courts will force 

governments to include First Nations in British Columbia in consideration of a wide 

range of land use policies, even before their claims are settled (Howlett, 2001: 120-139). 

The question of what this means in practice—how much and what kind of consultation is 

adequate, the conditions under which First Nations resistance to proposed development 

might carry the day, and similar issues—is now being worked out.  

 Although there has been movement towards recognizing First Nations rights and 

title in recent years, the need for community economic development remains very 

evident. This need has a definite influence on First Nations’ approach to participation in 

negotiations over resource use, as well as rights and title to the land. First Nation 

communities are still deeply affected by colonization, a legacy that includes the 

devastating residential school experience. Today, First Nation communities experience 

high (and disproportionate) levels of poverty, violence, illness and unemployment, as 

well as growing populations. These challenges have been exacerbated by the decline of 

resource extraction industries, particularly fisheries but also forestry, which in many 
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cases provided a primary or indeed the only source of employment in these communities. 

In ongoing fallout from the residential school experience, which often nearly destroyed 

intergenerational knowledge transfer, most First Nations are experiencing cultural 

hardships through loss of language, cultural and spiritual practices. All of these 

challenges are especially prevalent on the coast of British Columbia where communities 

are very isolated, often only accessible by air or water. This remoteness makes not only 

economic development, but even communication between Nations and government 

officials, industry and non First Nations people very difficult. It also creates barriers for 

effective communication between different Nations and between generations within 

individual Nations. This has exacerbated the lack of capacity in many of the small 

isolated communities.  

 First Nations’ rights and title to their traditional lands have intersected in 

important ways with the environmental movement in British Columbia. As we know 

from the discussion above, the main approach of many environmental groups throughout 

the province has been to lobby for environmental protection through the creation of parks 

and protected areas (Markey et al, 2005: 86). Such an approach has frequently created 

tensions between environmental groups and First Nations. While many First Nation 

communities have a strong vision of conservation and environmental stewardship, they 

also need to develop local economies and build the capacity within their communities to 

improve their lives. This coincides with the traditional cultural beliefs that promote an 

approach to conservation where the land and people care for and sustain one another 

(Smith et al, 2007).  In other words, their argument has been that a vision of conservation 

must support the health and well being of the people who live in the ecosystems being 
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protected. This need for economic development has challenged environmental groups in 

British Columbia to expand their vision of conversation to one that encompasses 

economic and community based strategies (Markey et al, 2005: 86-87). While several 

prominent, and even more less-prominent, environmental groups have worked very hard 

to reconcile these potential tensions, it is still not uncommon for First Nations to severely 

chastise environmental groups who fail to adequately consult them, or to be responsive to 

First Nations concerns, as they develop their campaigns. It is also increasingly difficult 

for environmentalists to pursue campaigns focused on resource use or management 

without the support of affected First Nations, a situation which is already fundamentally 

transforming the terrain of environmental advocacy in BC.   

3. 4 Conclusion  
 The BC context explained in this chapter clearly illustrates some of the wider 

tensions and challenges associated with solving the constraints inherit in our institutions 

of governance and their ability to effectively address environmental problems. By the end 

of the 1990s, forest policy in BC was in turmoil: a deeply adversarial relationship 

between the forest industry and environmentalists had evolved, with the BC government 

struggling to foster a globally competitive forest industry while being responsive to the 

demands of its constituency. The BC government was unable to make the necessary 

changes to forest policy, and successfully implement a public land use planning process 

because of their economic reliance on a vulnerable forest sector. Simultaneously, the 

environmental movement – although gaining some traction with markets campaigns – 

was realizing their piecemeal approach to forest protection was no longer effective.  And 

perhaps most importantly, the legal and political authority of First Nations were (and are) 
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growing in strength.  Here, the BC context reveals how the nuance of a particular 

site/case can make addressing the structural tensions and the legitimacy crisis of our 

institutions of governance particularly challenging. In BC, the growing rights and title of 

First Nations across the province were and are an example of a local nuance that has had 

significant implications for both the BC government and environmentalism in BC.  

Overall, both the structural issues and local complexities are important to keep in mind as 

we go on to assess the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations, as they emerged from this 

context, and are perhaps reshaping it.  
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Chapter 4: The Story of the Great Bear Rainforest 
 

 With an understanding of some of the wider constraints of our institutions of 

governance, and the complexities associated with addressing these constraints 

demonstrated “on the ground” in the context of British Columbia, we can now turn to the 

Great Bear Rainforest to learn about the kinds of efforts that may be required to 

effectively address environmental problems. I argue that the processes used to reach the 

Agreements illustrate the potential – and perhaps limitations – of more deliberative 

approaches to addressing contemporary environmental problems. The novel set of 

negotiations used to reach the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements provide a site rich with 

valuable insights into answering the overarching question posed in Chapter Two: Can a 

more deliberative democratic decision making process help ease some of the structural 

tensions that inhibit the effective resolution of environmental problems? 

 In what follows, I present the story of the Great Bear Rainforest beginning from 

the early years of the conflict through to the public announcement of the Great Bear 

Rainforest Agreements on February 6, 2006 and the subsequent negotiations related to 

the implementation of ecosystem based management on the land base. The final section 

gives a brief account of the overall significance of the outcomes and the challenges that 

remain in implementing the terms of the Agreements. The story is told through the 

perspectives of the four main parties involved in the negotiations: environmental groups, 

forestry companies, the BC government and First Nations.  
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4.1 From Conflict to Collaboration (1995-2001)  

4.1.1 The Conflict  
 A combination of forces triggered the conflict over the Great Bear Rainforest in 

the mid 1990s and signalled that a fundamental change to forest management was needed 

to bring “peace in the woods.” A crucial force was the response of the environmental 

movement to the shortcomings of the environmental campaigns that took place in 

Clayoquot Sound in 1993. Although the Clayoquot Sound campaign had successfully 

disrupted logging in that region, and with it brought international media attention to BC’s 

forests, it did not persuade the NDP government to decrease the annual allowable cut. 

This meant more extensive logging was now happening or being slated for the Great Bear 

Rainforest (then known as the North and Central Coast), or what forest companies called 

the “mid and north coast timber supply area”. The pressure to log this timber supply area 

was also increased by other market pressures such as the dramatic decline in the global 

market for wood products and a rise in the Canadian dollar (Tjornbo et al, 2010: 7). The 

Softwood Lumber Agreement also affected revenues for forest companies as the 

agreement limited the amount of forest products that BC could export to the United 

States. These factors caused the forest industry to sustain significant losses in 1996, 1997 

and 1998 (Tollefson et al, 2008: 54-60). These external pressures meant forest companies 

needed to increase the volume of timber cut to maintain high levels of revenues. And 

despite the responses of the BC government to the struggles over forests, such as enacting 

the Forest Practices Code in 1995 and a multi stakeholder land-use planning process in 

1995, environmentalists felt that there was no significant change to the status quo. For 

instance, the BC government remained in control of the land use planning process, and 
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maintained the stance that no more than 2-3% of the region would be committed to new 

protected areas.  

 The land use planning process set up by the NDP government in 1996, known as 

the Central Coast Land and Resource Management Planning table (CCLRMP), was 

designed to have numerous ‘interests’—including local communities, environmentalists, 

industry, small business, tourism, wilderness enthusiasts, First Nations and government 

experts—produce consensus land use recommendations that would then inform 

government land use policy. Collectively, there were approximately 40 people 

representing different interests, all trying to negotiate the land use for the central coast. 

Not surprisingly, achieving consensus on many key issues proved to be very difficult and 

the process immediately encountered problems. Environmental groups refused to 

participate in the process because they opposed the structure of the negotiations, claiming 

they were too constrained and did not adequately address the ecological value of the 

region or fulfill the need for a scientifically valid approach to protected areas. They were 

also unwilling to participate because of what environmental groups called ‘talk and log’, 

meaning some forest companies were continuing to log in certain areas while the 

negotiations were taking place (Wilson, 1998; Hoberg, 2004). The environmental groups 

argued “why would we want to sit at the table and plan what areas to protect while sitting 

there talking, the companies are…just clear cutting the entire area” (E1, 2009).   

 Although First Nations were invited to participate in the land use planning 

process, they were unhappy with the negotiations as they opposed their characterization 

as a “stakeholder.” They felt strongly that because the area was still subject to a number 

of unsettled land claims, they should have more decision making power over the use of 
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the land. First Nations were also cautious of making any commitments that could 

jeopardize their claims in ongoing court cases and/or the BC treaty process (Hoberg, 

2004). Although some Nations did participate in the planning process, they did not 

endorse recommendations or recognize the authority of the CCLRMP to make decisions 

about their claimed traditional territories (Tjornbo et al, 2010: 9). While the economy of 

the region was based on resource extraction, and for a time was very profitable for forest 

companies and provided employment, First Nations communities were receiving very 

little benefit from these economic activities.  

 By now, many environmentalists had realized that their campaign strategies to 

protect the ecological value of the Great Bear Rainforest needed to drastically change. As 

a lesson from Clayoquot Sound, environmental groups realized the need to restructure the 

forest industry as a whole to render it more sustainable (Shaw, 2004: 377). After popular 

protest, including hundreds of arrests, had failed to achieve protected areas and more 

importantly a decrease in the AAC, it was clear that the government was unwilling to 

threaten the stability and security of forest companies in the province. Realizing this, 

environmentalists shifted their attention away from lobbying the BC government towards 

“hitting the bottom line” of forest companies directly to force them to change (Shaw, 

2004). In order to pressure forest companies to change their logging practices, high 

profile environmental groups (initially Greenpeace and the Rainforest Action Network) 

began organizing an international markets campaign. As noted below, the execution and 

success of this markets campaign was the initial driver of the efforts to reshape the future 

of this region.  
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4.1.2 Shift to Markets Campaign 
 In response to the limitations of the CCLRMP, and the obvious paralysis of the 

BC government, environmental groups13 focused their strategies on organizing an 

international markets campaign. The shift to market based campaigns was crucial because 

it gave the environmental groups the leverage they needed to force forest companies and 

more importantly, the BC government to rethink the unsustainable logging practices and 

policies in BC. Although many forest companies could rely on government support for 

their logging activities, they were less confident about the ability of the government to 

protect them from international consumer pressure (Shaw, 2004). It was in the context of 

the Great Bear Rainforest that market-based campaign strategies begun in relation to 

Clayoquot Sound began to fully flourish.  

 In order to achieve success with the markets campaign, Greenpeace started 

“conducting research into where the wood [from the Great Bear Rainforest] was going, 

who was buying it and which countries were receiving it” (E1, 2009). From there, 

Greenpeace used its networking ability to give its international offices a list of the 

consumers of BC wood products. These corporations included: Staples, Ikea, Lowe’s, 

Fortune 500 companies, the German pulp and paper industry and many others. 

Effectively, environmentalists would meet with the buyers of BC wood products and 

“show them pictures of the destruction, talk about the bad logging practices and explain 

the change they were seeking” (E1, 2009). This second round of markets campaigns, 

which began in late 1995 and continued to the end of 1999, included demonstrations at 

                                                 
13 During the early years of conflict, many environmental groups were involved in shaping the international 

markets campaign that targeted buyers of BC wood, including Greenpeace, Rainforest Action Network, 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Friends of Clayoquot Sound (who later helped form and transferred 
their participation to ForestEthics) and Markets Initiative (now Canopy). Several of these groups eventually 
shifted their focus away from the region. 
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leading retail stores in Europe and the United States, blockades, shareholder resolutions 

and advertisements in prominent media sources. One of the most effective strategies was 

to rename the central and north coast to “The Great Bear Rainforest”, which is referring 

to the white Kermode bear (or white spirit bear), a unique sub-species of black bear that 

inhabits the region. The success of the markets campaign soon became evident; by the 

end of 1999, three businesses announced their intentions to phase out BC wood products 

and purchase only “sustainably” harvested wood. The do-it-yourself chain of Lowes even 

announced that it would immediately stop purchasing products from the Great Bear 

Rainforest. Overall, international buyers of BC wood products cancelled contracts worth 

over $300 million dollars with forest companies operating in the region (Riddell, 2009). 

Although forest companies and the BC government attempted to counteract the markets 

campaign with a public relations campaign of their own that spanned Europe, they could 

not counteract or ignore the hits they were taking (and potentially could take) to their 

profits. This realization sparked a new path forward.    

4.2 The Collaboration 
 The threat of substantial contract cancellation with BC forest companies forced 

several prominent timber companies to recognize that environmental groups had 

significant leverage in the debate over logging along the coast. The final piece of 

leverage came when delegates from the German pulp and paper industry travelled to the 

region on a joint tour with environmentalists and industry representatives. After the tour, 

German buyers (worth 60 million dollars of pulp products) claimed that unless the 

destructive practices of the industry changed, and quickly, they would cancel their 

contracts (E1, 2009). These mounting threats led to a meeting between a number of 
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senior representatives from the prominent forest companies operating in the area, where 

they had serious discussions about how to effectively deal with the success of the markets 

campaign and their hostile relationship with environmentalists. The companies 

collectively agreed that they “needed to engage with the environmental community” (F1, 

2009). Together, five of the prominent forest companies operating in the region formed 

the Coast Forest Conservation Initiative14 (CFCI), who then approached the prominent 

environmental groups involved in the Great Bear Rainforest campaigns to seek a 

negotiated resolution, whereby they would “sit and talk”. Meanwhile, the environmental 

groups were forming an alliance of their own, known as the Rainforest Solutions 

Project,15 and although hesitant at first, agreed to discuss ways to end the current conflict. 

Initial talks between industry leaders and environmental groups began in late 1999, with 

the use of a skilled mediator. The two groups learned very quickly that the use of a 

mediator was crucial to reaching an understanding because “not everyone is able to sit 

down and talk” (F1, 2009). These initial talks were especially challenging because “there 

had been so much tension around the issue and a build up from Clayoquot of 

confrontation and conflict between the industry and environmentalists” (E1, 2009). It 

took some time for the parties to build trust, but having a venue like these informal 

meetings in which to “float ideas freely” was crucial to finding a way forward (E1, 2009).  

 The first agreement the two parties reached was a ‘truce’ that ended much of the 

disagreement between the two parties and made room for further negotiations. In order to 

                                                 
14 In the beginning, the five forestry companies became the Coast Forest Conservation Initiative (CFCI). The 

current members of the CFCI include British Columbia Timber Sales, Catalyst Paper Corporation, Howe 
Sound Pulp and Paper, International Forest Products and Western Forest Products (Armstrong, 2009). 

15 The initial members of the RSP were Greenpeace, Sierra Club of BC, ForestEthics and the Rainforest 
Action Network (RAN). RAN eventually left the RSP when more substantive negotiations began with 
forest companies. The first three environmental groups currently comprise the RSP.  
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reach this truce, both environmental groups and industry took risks that otherwise would 

not have been taken because the option of negotiating was more desirable than returning 

to conflict. From what has been described as “a lot of pain and suffering and a long time” 

forest companies agreed to forgo logging in 100 valleys that had been identified by 

environmental groups (F1, 2009). This was a difficult compromise for industry because 

some of the listed areas were currently being logged or were scheduled for logging in the 

near future (F1, 2009). This meant forest companies were risking jobs and potential 

revenues from suspended logging operations. In return, environmentalists agreed to 

suspend their successful markets campaign in order to work collaboratively with forest 

companies. This standstill agreement was written in a document known as the “Letter of 

Intent”, and is what ultimately led to the creation of a new venue for constructive 

dialogue, the Joint Solutions Project (JSP).16 The JSP –a unique alliance between 

environmental groups and forest companies – was the beginning of substantive efforts 

between two conflicting parties to collaboratively negotiate a solution to their conflict 

over logging in the region. The importance of this alliance will be discussed in more 

detail in Chapter Five, as it demonstrates what a “new organization” advocated by Luke 

(2004: 490) and the theories of public ecology.  

 However, further challenges arose when the standstill agreement or ‘truce’ that 

had been negotiated between the members of the JSP received significant backlash from 

local communities and the BC government. When the talks began, members of the JSP 

agreed to keep their negotiations confidential because of the tension and animosity still 

felt during the negotiation process. The JSP claimed if the “media and government knew 

                                                 
16 Today the Joint Solutions project is comprised of BC Timber Sales, Catalyst Paper Corporation, Howe 

Sound Pulp and Paper, International Forest Production, Western Forest Product, ForestEthics, Greenpeace, 
Sierra Club BC (Armstrong, 2009). 
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about these talks, they would have never survived the pressure that would have been put 

on both sides to not compromise” (E1, 2009).  

 This may have been the case; however, when the truce between environmentalists 

and industry was announced, local communities claimed their democratic rights were 

being compromised, as decisions directly affecting their livelihoods were being made in a 

forum in which they had no representation (Shaw, 2004: 381). Local communities were 

also concerned about what this agreement would mean for their jobs and their future, 

“and overall offended that they were left out of the loop” (E1, 2009). In effect, local 

communities wanted assurances from the government that their interests were being 

represented and protected. This backlash put the JSP in a difficult position, as they 

recognized the innovation and success of their “behind the scenes” negotiation strategies 

thus far, but also realized that “in order to bring the whole situation to a stable outcome, it 

needed that broader public support” (M2, 2009).  

With this in mind, the work of the JSP broadened to include and even build on the 

province sponsored CCLRMP currently underway for the region. In 2000, the JSP 

organized a series of workshops and briefings that attempted to deepen the understanding 

of all stakeholders about the need to restructure the forest industry (Shaw, 2004: 381). 

What is important here is the initial structure of the JSP that allowed two adversarial 

parties to work out their differences and essentially develop support for two way 

negotiations. Once the environmentalists and forest companies could reach common 

understanding, both parties were able to eventually participate in the formal CCLRMP 

process, and ultimately influence the outcomes of the negotiations (Shaw, 2004). 
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 Concurrently, First Nation leaders saw what was happening with the failure of the 

CCLRMP process and the talks between the forest companies and environmental groups 

as an opportunity to pressure the BC government, forestry companies and 

environmentalists to negotiate the use of their traditional lands in ways that would 

directly benefit their communities. In March 2000, leaders from several Nations met to 

discuss the development of a strategy to ensure their interests were included in the 

CCLRMP process (Hoberg, 2004: 2). This was a new and crucial strategy because First 

Nation communities had in the past worked in isolation from each other (Smith et al, 

2007: 5). These meetings (and with the help of the David Suzuki Foundation) initiated 

the alliance of First Nations now known as Coastal First Nations Great Bear Rainforest 

Initiative (CFN)17. Together the Nations drafted the Declaration of the First Nations of 

the North Pacific Coast in which they articulated their concerns to the BC government 

(Hoberg, 2004: 2). This declaration was important because it encouraged Nations to 

realize that “this is what happens when you sit together, you can be strong, stronger than 

when you sit by yourselves and fight with each other” (E3, 2009). Members of the 

Coastal First Nations also met with other parties such as the JSP outside of the CCLRMP 

process to discuss their needs and aspirations for the land use plans. Collectively, First 

Nations agreed that they needed to increase economic development opportunities to 

create employment while protecting the ecological values of the region. The goal of the 

Coastal First Nations was to “restore and implement ecologically, socially and 

                                                 
17 The Coastal First Nations Great Bear Initiative (formerly known as Coastal First Nations Turning Point 

Initiative) is an alliance of Nations along the central and northern region of the coast, including Haida 
Gwaii. They represent the Wuikinuxv Nation, Heiltsuk, Kitasoo/Xaixais, Gitga’at, Haisla, Metlakatla, Old 
Massett, Skidegate, and Council of the Haida Nation. 
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economically sustainable resource management approaches on the central and north coast 

and Haida Gwaii” (Smith et al, 2007: 5). 

 In the Southern region of the Great Bear Rainforest, First Nation leaders were 

establishing what is now known as the Nanwakolas Council.18 In the Kwak’wala 

language, Nanwakolas is the word for “a place we go for agreement” (N1, 2009). This 

alliance was developed internally by leadership and was an effort to have Nations within 

the southern region work jointly around issues of “shared territory and differing 

philosophical managing ideas” (N1, 2009). It was felt that a venue was needed to debate 

such issues whereby “we could freely and safely have discussion that weren’t going to be 

used against us” (N1, 2009). The forming of both the CFN and Nanwakolas Council was 

a clear sign that First Nations in the region were determined to have a strong voice in the 

land use negotiations.  

 Of major concern to both Nanwakolas and CFN was the designation of 

“stakeholder” given to First Nations in the planning process thus far. Both coalitions 

claimed that they were not going to participate in the planning process unless they were 

treated as a government in their own right. With recent court cases like Delgamuukw 

(1997) and Haida (2004), the BC government had an obligation to negotiate with First 

Nations because of their legal rights and title to the land. These two organizations were to 

have a profound effect on the negotiations over the region’s future, but also on the 

development of relations among different First Nations communities, and capacity 

building within these communities. The implications of these two organizations for both 

                                                 
18 Nanwakolas Council was incorporated in 2007 to provide support to Nations members on various land and 

marine resource use, management and planning issues. It represents the following Nations: Namgis First 
Nation, Mamalilikulla-Qwe-Qwa Sot'Em First Nation, Tlowitsis First Nation, Da'naxda'xw First Nation, 
Gwa'sala Nakwaxda'xw First Nation, Kwiakah First Nation and Comox First Nation (Smith et al, 2007). 
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environmentalists and the BC government will be examined in more detail in Chapter 

Five.  

 After the standstill agreement was reached between environmental groups and 

forest companies, and coalitions were being formed between First Nations, further 

challenges remained in moving forward a vision for the Great Beat Rainforest on which 

all parties could agree. Although environmental groups had agreed to join the CCLRMP 

process to help develop a workable plan for the region, disagreements between 

environmental groups and forest companies (especially over how logging should be 

conducted on the landscape) ensued that threatened to derail the consensus model of the 

entire process. However, these setbacks prompted a series of bilateral discussions 

between and within the evolving coalitions that proved to be the foundation for the next 

milestone agreement. The JSP continued to work both inside and outside the CCLRMP 

process, discussing various options for the region that would satisfy both parties. The 

Coastal First Nations also began a series of talks with the BC government and the JSP 

which were equally important because of the increasing level and sophistication of 

involvement of First Nation leaders. And while the BC government showed little 

leadership and maintained their involvement mainly through the CCLRMP process, 

government staff and bureaucrats made efforts to remain in communication with the 

different parties to stay updated on proposed plans of the JSP and First Nations alliances.  

 When agreement was finally reached outside the formal CCLRMP process 

between members of the JSP and Coastal First Nations on some of the key principles 

used to determine the fate of the Great Bear Rainforest, a draft plan was brought back to 

the CCLRMP table for its approval. Once again, mediation at the planning table and 
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during JSP discussions was crucial to reaching agreement on several issues. To help draft 

a plan and ultimately broker a deal, mediators went to work “both inside and outside the 

process, using the JSP and informal type discussion as well as the more formal process” 

(M2, 2009). Initially, this drafted plan was a tough sell to other members of the CCLRMP 

table and the government, who felt it exceeded anything they had envisioned by the 

public planning process for this region. What is important here is recognizing the 

leadership demonstrated through these processes did not come from the government, or if 

the formal land use planning process, “most of the creativity, the relationship building 

and solutions building happened completely outside those meetings and were imported 

back into the [formal] process” (M1, 2009). However, as the BC government was 

motivated by an upcoming election and the need to prove its credibility by claiming to 

negotiate an end to the ‘war in the woods’ (Shaw, 2004), they decided to endorse an 

interim agreement already agreed to by the JSP, Coastal First Nations and other members 

of the land use planning tables.  

4.3 The Great Bear Rainforest Framework Agreement (2001) 
 In April 2001, the hard work and creativity of many individuals and groups 

culminated with a public announcement of the “Great Bear Rainforest Framework 

Agreement.” This agreement made news in BC and around the world, hailed as ‘A 

Victory in the Rainforest’ (The Vancouver Sun) and ‘Canada, Timber Firms Agree on 

Rainforest Pact’ (The Wall Street Journal). The Framework Agreement consisted of two 

parts. Firstly, it included the approval of a land use plan that included protecting 20 

valleys and deferring logging in 80 more valleys, the establishment of an independent 

science based body to conduct research known as the Coast Information Team (CIT), the 
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use of ecosystem based management principles for logging (pending further planning), 

and transition funding for workers and communities (Tjornbo et al, 2010: 16). Secondly, 

it included an agreement between the BC government and eight First Nations that 

provided the basic framework through which Nations (those that signed the agreement) 

can negotiate their own specific land use agreements with the provincial government 

(Hoberg, 2004: 2-3). However, the announcement of the Framework Agreement was 

much more of a starting point than a finish. The 2001 Framework Agreement contained 

these principles in five main components, including:  

Logging Deferred/Protected Areas 
 
 In order to maintain future management options while negotiations took place, 

logging was deferred in 100 intact valleys and key ecological areas (Smith, 2010: 23).   

The plan also agreed to double the amount of protected areas in the region to 21%. 

(Hoberg, 2004: 2-3). Importantly, the moratorium on logging in key areas was a 

negotiated decision between forest companies, environmentalists and First Nations 

leaders that allowed further negotiations to proceed (Smith et al, 2007: 6). This initial 

agreement was crucial for enabling the substantive negotiations that subsequently 

occurred to reach the final Agreements, and is an example of the potential of a 

deliberative model of decision making.  

Independent Science 

 All parties agreed that decisions being made for this region must be based on the 

best available science, and an independent team should provide that science by 

conducting biophysical and socio-economic research (Smith, 2010: 23). In this context, 

the Coast Information Team (CIT) was established to address the concern of bias, as 
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previous planning tables were provided information only by government experts who had 

specific interests that may differ from those of other stakeholders (McGee et al, 2009). 

The CIT, comprised of scientists from government, environmentalists, forest companies 

and First Nations, had a mandate to provide technical and scientific information to the 

LRMP tables (M2, 2009). As science is so often contested during the creation of policy, 

this group addressed the need to have scientists from a variety of viewpoints collaborate, 

thus illustrating one of the kinds of institutions called for by public ecologists.  

Ecosystem Based Management Principles  

 Although ecosystem management is a concept used in resource management 

regimes elsewhere, a commitment to ecosystem-based management (EBM) that would 

guide all new forestry operations in the region was an approach to forestry that had never 

been considered, let alone implemented in BC. What is significant about EBM is the 

emphasis placed on ecological integrity and human well being. This is an attempt to 

reconcile environmental health and protection with the need to improve the well being of 

a region where human communities are struggling with severe social problems and very 

limited economic opportunities. Although a commitment had been made to EBM, the 

definition of EBM and the technical details of how such an approach would be 

implemented were to be negotiated in further meetings.   

Commitment to a New Economy  

 In order to address the significant changes EBM would mean for the forest 

economy (extraction rates would surely decrease), a commitment to address economic 

concerns was imperative. This commitment came in two parts. First, a 35 million dollar 

financial package, known as the Coast Sustainability Trust, was established to assist the 
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stakeholders who would be affected by the potential job loss and retraining (Smith, 2010: 

24). Second, a commitment was made to discuss the creation of a “conservation 

economy” in the region. This meant attracting new financial capital to support the 

protection of biodiversity and the creation of healthy communities (Smith, 2010, 24). The 

former part of the commitment satisfied forest companies as the terms of the agreement 

meant the loss of 500 jobs. The latter component was absolutely crucial to receiving the 

necessary buy-in from First Nations leaders, as it is their communities suffering from 

high unemployment rates and severe poverty.  

Government to Government Agreement 

 As part of this agreement, the BC government engaged with First Nations in a 

way that had never been done in the province. It signed a government to government 

protocol agreement with eight Coastal First Nations, known as The General Protocol 

Agreement on Land Use and Interim Measures. This agreement was in effect a response 

to the Nations’ demands of being recognized as a government in their own right, as this 

protocol facilitated a land use planning process to be conducted by First Nations that was 

to occur simultaneously to LRMP processes. It was agreed that once these land use plans 

were complete and consensus was reached at the LRMP table, the BC government and 

First Nations government would return to government to government negotiations to 

reconcile the LRMP plan with those plans of individual First Nations. The government to 

government protocol is of major significance because it meant the government was 

committing to an entirely new process that gave First Nations significantly more 

authority over their traditional territories.  
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 Clearly, many challenges were overcome to reach the vision expressed in the 

Framework Agreement. Also significant was the way the Agreement was developed and 

brokered through a number of parallel processes that gradually came together to shape a 

new future for this region. However, a considerable amount of work remained, and more 

challenges arose to transform the Framework Agreement into a substantive plan that 

could be successfully implemented on the land base, and it is to this I turn next.  

4.4 Framework Agreement to Great Bear Rainforest Agreements (2001-   
2006) 

4.4.1 North and Central Coast LRMP Process  
 The next stage of work began in November 2001, when a new Liberal 

government was elected but agreed to continue the land use planning process and fulfill 

the terms of the negotiated Framework Agreement. For environmental groups, it was not 

surprising that the new government continued the land use planning process, as they felt 

the new Liberal government had “inherited a peace accord after years of market wars, 

and whether it was going to work in the long run, it was better than suspending the 

process and going back to war” (E1, 2009). Presumably, by this time the BC government 

had heard a coherent message from all parties that a new vision for the Great Bear 

Rainforest was possible. This speaks to the confidence and leverage held by the JSP and 

First Nations over the planning process and the vision embedded in future agreements.  

 The new government did, however, change the structure of the planning tables, 

moving to “Phase 2” of the planning process. Overall, they felt the CCLRMP process 

under the NDP government was a failure because they had lost control over much of the 

process, which led to an Agreement that contained much more vision and commitment on 

the part of the government than would have otherwise been accepted (Tjornbo et al, 
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2010: 16-17). In an effort to regain control and achieve a more manageable table size, the 

number of participants was significantly reduced from 40 plus to 14 sector 

representatives. The tables became more ‘sectoral’ as each sector was restricted to having 

one representative instead of multiple sitting at the table (N2, 2009). And due to its large 

geographic size, the tables were separated into two planning regions: the Central Coast 

and the North Coast. The Liberal government pledged to have a central coast LRMP 

process completed by Spring 2003 and a north coast planning process completed by 

Spring 2004 (Hoberg, 2004: 4).  

 First Nations did participate in this phase of the planning tables with an ‘observer’ 

status, meaning they would abstain from decision making in favour of their involvement 

in the upcoming government to government negotiations. Mainly, First Nations 

participated at the LRMP table to stay attuned to the direction of that process. Because 

First Nations were creating their own land use plans, separate from the provincial land 

use planning process, First Nations representatives would make it clear if the separate 

processes were heading in different directions (N1, 2009). This was to avoid delays and 

disputes in future negotiations.  

4.4.2 Achieving Consensus: Challenges and Breakthroughs  
 Over the next three years, the North and Coast LRMP tables, the CIT, the JSP, 

and First Nations continued their work to reach consensus recommendations. Negotiating 

at the LRMP tables was still very challenging, as a number of contentious issues 

remained that required extensive attention, including the amount of protected areas and 

their economic implications, and the design of ecosystem-based management (Tjornbo et 

al, 2010). Thus far, there was no consensus on the definition of EBM and how it would 
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be implemented on the land base. Determining the targets and elements of EBM was not 

an easy task, as it had the close attention of environmental groups and forest companies 

in the JSP. Both parties were vested in the definition, implementation and monitoring of 

EBM because in the end, it would have significant implications for where and how 

forestry operations took place in the region and the location of protected areas. These 

concerns created considerable tension between environmental groups and forest 

companies. Significant disagreement between members of the JSP over “the finer details” 

of EBM began to take place at the LRMP table, effectively holding up other components 

of the process (E2, 2009).  

Once again, an informal process was used to drive the concept of EBM forward, 

when members of the planning table asked the JSP to work out their differences away 

from the LRMP process. The JSP did just that, as the environmental groups and forest 

companies negotiated an “Agreement in Principle” in December 2003, where agreement 

was reached on seven elements of EBM implementation and a map of potential protected 

areas (E2, 2009). The AIP was then submitted to the formal CCLRMP processes, and 

with the exception of a few items, most of the agreements were incorporated into the 

overall plan. Something very similar happened for the NCLRMP process where “the JSP 

put on the table what the agreement would end up looking like and that was negotiated 

with the parties” (F1, 2009). What is important here is the interplay between the formal 

government-sponsored process and informal negotiating processes used to drive the 

overall plan forward. Notably, the participants in the informal processes were doing a lot 

of the work away from the formal site of negotiation. This speaks to the different role and 

importance each process played in reaching consensus recommendations, and 
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demonstrates the potential of more deliberative processes to help achieve a “balanced” 

outcome. 

 Along with the work of the JSP, the CIT played a pivotal role in defining the 

specific terms of EBM by providing the necessary biophysical and socioeconomic 

information to the LRMP tables. Effectively, the CIT started its work in January 2002 

and completed it in March 2004, receiving over half of its funding from government 

resources (Howlett et al, 2009: 389). By the end of the process, the CIT had produced 

several important products (peer reviewed), including an EMB framework and handbook, 

planning guides, spatial analysis and discussion papers that were then submitted to the 

planning tables for consideration in the final consensus recommendations. The 

independent science provided by the CIT proved to be crucial as the LRMP tables were 

able to achieve a consensus definition of EBM:  

 …an adaptive approach to managing human activities that seeks to ensure the 

coexistence of healthy, fully functioning ecosystems and human communities. 

The intent is to maintain those spatial and temporal characteristics of ecosystems 

such that component species and ecological processes can be sustained, and 

human wellbeing supported and improved. (CIT, 2004: 2)  

 While the CIT was able to drive forward the ecological integrity aspect of EBM, 

much work remained in addressing the aspect of human well being. This aspect of the 

agreement was particularly important to First Nations, who made it clear that they would 

not support EBM unless the human wellbeing aspect was resolved because they 

desperately needed ways to improve their communities. To fulfill this commitment, 

creativity and ingenuity was demonstrated by some key players, namely environmental 
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groups, when they introduced the concept of a “conservation” economy. This meant a 

transition away from unsustainable resource management to a more diversified, local 

economy. The importance of a conservation economy was the recognition that there 

needed to be economic development opportunities and human well being initiatives for 

people who lived in the region (E2, 2009). More broadly for the environmental 

movement itself, this aspect of the Agreement was part of a paradigm shift among 

environmental groups to recognize that “aside from protecting nature, you also had to 

protect the people who lived there and interacted with nature, in particular First Nations” 

(E2, 2009). Environmental groups agreed they would make substantive efforts to raise the 

financial capital needed to fund new economic development projects for and in First 

Nations communities. Environmentalists realized that they could use the international 

profile of the region to attract financial support for conservation and community 

economic development (Riddell, 2009).  

 The idea of a conservation economy also caught the attention of the newly elected 

Liberal government in 2001. Interestingly, an “unusual dialogue” began between 

philanthropic organizations interested in conservation efforts along the BC coast and the 

BC government. Many of these organizations, particularly the Hewlett Packard 

Foundation and the Hollyhock Leadership Institute, had already been involved in 

initiatives regarding the Great Bear Rainforest (mostly around the facilitation of the JSP), 

and were now interested in seeing more conservation efforts move forward in the region 

(M1, 2009). This dialogue, along with the efforts of environmental groups, sparked the 

creation of the Conservation Investments and Incentives Initiative (CIII), comprised of 

representatives from First Nations, forest companies, the BC government and 
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environmental groups, tasked with moving the idea of a “conservation economy” 

forward.  

 While the LRMP process was occurring, each First Nation was working with its 

community to develop land use plans for its traditional territories (Smith et al, 2007: 7). 

The land use plans created by First Nation communities were informed by both 

traditional knowledge from elders and hereditary chiefs in individual communities and 

western science (Smith et al, 2007: 7). Once consensus had been reached at the LRMP 

tables, it was agreed that the BC government and First Nations government would return 

to government to government negotiations to reconcile the LRMP consensus plan with 

those plans of individual First Nation communities. The importance of the government to 

government negotiations cannot be underestimated because, as shown below, it was these 

negotiations that arguably shifted the outcome for the Great Bear Rainforest most 

dramatically.  

 To the credit of the hard work of many individuals, countless hours of meetings, 

discussion, collaboration, field work, writing and negotiations, phase 2 of the CCLRPM 

process officially completed its consensus recommendations in June 2004. Similarly, the 

NCLRMP process, which began in 2002, received its final sign off in 2005. Both sets of 

land use recommendations were combined to become the “basis of the provincial 

government’s negotiation position with First Nations in the government to government 

negotiations” (N2, 2009).   

4.4.3 Government to Government Negotiations (2004-2006)  
  In 2004, the final phase of the land use planning process began which involved 

direct negotiations between the BC government and First Nations governments, known as 
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the “government to government” negotiations. Until this stage of the process, First 

Nations had participated in the land use planning process only in an advisory position. 

During this final phase, the BC government committed to an entirely new process that 

gave First Nations the capacity to enter into discussions about the future management of 

their territories. What is important here is that these negotiations were largely the result 

of emerging legal precedents set out by the Supreme Court and the determination of First 

Nations to have these legal rights recognized in the decisions being made over the use of 

their traditional territories. Not only did First Nations want to have their legal rights 

recognized, but they also demanded a “decision making” status rather than be considered 

an “interested party” in the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations. Ultimately, the 

government to government negotiations provided a basic framework through which First 

Nations (who signed the protocol Agreement) could negotiate their own land use 

agreement with the provincial government.   

 Interestingly, it took eight months after the consensus recommendations were 

completed for the provincial negotiator to receive a mandate for the government to 

government negotiations. As the First Nations found out later, this delay was in part due 

to industrial scale logging operations that were taking place before the new EBM 

regulations were to take effect (N1, 2009). Despite the lack of a mandate, informal and 

useful discussions did occur between the senior negotiator and First Nations leaders 

during that eight month period, forming a working relationship that was crucial to 

moving forward subsequent stages of the negotiations. When the provincial mandate was 

finally set, “fairly detailed negotiations about the plan began… where basically [they] 

went through every page of the plan jointly” (N1, 2009). After almost two years of 
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intense negotiations, a deal was brokered between the province and First Nations 

governments.  

 For the BC government, these negotiations meant that the legal rights of First 

Nations needed to be addressed in a new way, one in which innovative processes were 

required to negotiate real, substantive land use agreements. Instead of “consultation” with 

First Nations, a loosely defined term with varying degree and scale, the BC government 

agreed to sign a protocol agreement with eight Nations that committed them to an entirely 

new process.  

 While the government to government negotiations have proved to be a very 

effective tool in coming to agreements with which most parties are satisfied, especially 

First Nations governments, these negotiations arguably marginalized other key 

stakeholders in the broader land use planning process. Once the government to 

government negotiations began, there was the potential for the consensus plan to be 

changed with little or no consultation from those who participated in its conception. This 

process meant stakeholders such as representatives from small businesses, the tourism 

industry, the mining industry and others were reporting to a land use planning process 

that ultimately informed a government body (First Nations governments) that was and is 

not accountable to their interests. It was very challenging to “maintain the support of the 

stakeholders who signed off on a consensus agreement when you’re negotiating in secret 

from their consensus but without the commitment to maintain their consensus” (N2, 

2009). Some First Nations leaders also insisted that once the government to government 

negotiations produced an outcome, no changes would be made to the final agreement 

(N1, 2009).  
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 To overcome some of these challenges, First Nations agreed to discuss the 

changes that they wanted to make to the 2004 consensus recommendation with key 

stakeholders. It was “out of respect for everyone’s commitment to the process” that First 

Nations justified their decisions (N1, 2009). If any significant changes were going to be 

made, First Nations committed to work with various stakeholder groups through a venue 

known as the Plan Implementation Committee. In this dialogue, an explanation of the 

reasons for the changes was provided, and in return they accepted stakeholder feedback. 

Arguably, this approach worked reasonably well for stakeholders, including the JSP:  

We ended up constructing through some very difficult discussions with the 

provincial government about what our, I’m talking about JSP, what our 

relationship was going to be to the government to government process and how 

that was going to work. It didn’t look very promising but in practice it actually 

worked pretty well because we got to an agreement in 2009 that got us to a place 

that the First Nations could agree to, the province could accept and that we could 

accept. (F1, 2009) 

 
 These negotiations also tested the flexibility of environmental groups and forest 

companies in other ways. Environmental groups were challenged to not only change their 

thinking around environmental protection and conservation but also to demonstrate that 

conservation could promote economic activities and deliver benefits to communities 

rather than hinder economic development (Smith et al, 2007). Environmentalists 

effectively responded to this challenge through their commitment to the development of 

the Coast Opportunities Funds (described in more detail below). Similarly, forestry 

companies – who were accustomed to a closely tied relationship with the BC government 
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– effectively agreed to take on a different (and arguably less influential role) with the BC 

government regarding the policies that affected their logging operations and businesses.  

 The relationships that were created between the individuals involved in the 

government to government were also key to moving the negotiations forward and 

producing an outcome that would satisfy most, if not all parties involved in the broader 

land use planning process. From a government perspective, the minister, deputy minister, 

and negotiator were an important part in keeping the confidence of the stakeholders, as 

well as building a trust relationship with the First Nations leaders and their communities 

(N2, 2009). To do this, government staff spent a lot of time in the communities 

themselves. Varying strategies were also used to negotiate components of the plan that 

were contentious between the Nations. For example, negotiating EBM was separated into 

two components: the map boundaries were negotiated with each Nation individually, 

while the regulations of EBM were negotiated through the First Nations coalitions of 

Coastal First Nations and Nanwakolas Council (N2, 2009). Tellingly, both time and 

relationship building (both personal and professional) were a crucial component to the 

success of the government to government negotiations and the outcomes it produced.  

 Despite some unresolved issues, it appears as though the government to 

government negotiations were quite successful at reconciling long contested tensions, and 

key to producing a future for the Great Bear Rainforest on which all parties involved in 

the broader negotiation process could agree. The government to government negotiations 

ended in 2005, which officially completed the land use planning process for Great Bear 

Rainforest. It is the plan that they produced I will turn to next.   
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4.5 The Great Bear Rainforest Agreements (February 2006) 
 On February 7, 2006, the BC government, together with First Nation leaders, 

environmentalists and forests companies, announced the finalized land use plans known 

as the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements, or the Coast Land Use Decision. Embedded in 

these 2006 Agreements were the institutions, processes and regulatory mechanisms 

necessary to implement the initial vision expressed in the 2001 Framework Agreements. 

The vision expressed in these Agreements was achieved by the culmination of several 

factors: the success of an international markets campaign, a vulnerable and changing 

global market for wood products, the collaboration between two adversarial parties, 

skilled mediation, the innovation (and creativity) of both formal and informal negotiation 

processes, the determination of First Nations to have their legal rights and title recognized 

in a way that would benefit their communities and finally the ingenuity and hard work of 

many individuals across all parties who have a stake in this region.  

 As expected, the 2006 Great Bear Rainforest Agreements contain several key 

elements: 

A Protected Area Network  

 An expansive network of protected areas had been established (and mapped) that 

account for approximately one-third of the region or 2.1 million hectares. These areas 

represent a full range of wildlife habitats including native plants and animals, and salmon 

streams, as well as significant cultural sites (Smith, 2010: 32). There are two land use 

designations that comprise the 2.1 million hectare protected areas network: 1) “Protected 

Areas” which encompass 1.37 million hectares, and 2) “Biodiversity, Mining and 

Tourism Areas (BMTAs), which encompass 300,000 hectares (Armstrong, 2009: 14). 

The remaining protected areas, 430,000 hectares, were under protection prior to the land 
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use planning process. In the 21 designated BMTAs, commercial forestry and hydro-

electric generation linked to the power grid are excluded but tourism and mineral 

development are allowed.  

 Importantly, the new “Protected Areas” are actually known as “Conservancies” 

and were enacted as a new legal designation that differs from the traditional definition of 

a protected area (where development is prohibited). A more precise definition of 

“conservancies” and their wider implications will be given below. These areas were 

created because First Nations demanded that their cultural values such as hunting, 

trapping and fishing be respected within these areas, and that natural resource extraction 

be allowed to continue to support much needed economic development for their 

communities. The designation of conservancy also stipulated that the management plan 

for each conservancy will be co-developed by the First Nations whose traditional territory 

lies within that area (Smith et al, 2007).  

Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) 

 Contained within the 2006 Agreements were more tangible and scientifically 

rigorous guidelines for the implementation of ecosystem-based management. In simplest 

terms, it was agreed by all parties that wherever logging took place in the region, it was 

subject to EBM principles (Armstrong, 2009: 14). The “EBM Operating Areas” 

accounted for the remaining two-thirds of the land base. At this stage, guidelines were set 

up for regional, landscape, watershed and site scales. For example, the regional and 

landscape scales will provide the most secure habitat for sensitive native plants and 

animals, and safeguard salmon streams, natural features and cultural sites (Smith et al, 

2007 8-9). At the site scale (i.e. within a 100 ha forest stand) logging operations must 
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retain between 15 and 70% of the trees to maintain key habitat features (Smith et al, 

2007: 8-9). While there was agreement on the overall definition of EBM, challenges 

remained in determining the map boundaries and what regulatory mechanisms would be 

used to implement EBM on the land base. To determine these unknowns, all parties 

agreed to further negotiations, committing to EBM implementation by March 31, 2009. 

Over the next three years, the government would continue negotiations with First Nations 

(and the JSP and EBM Working Group) to determine the mechanisms, policies and 

regulations that were needed to have EBM operating on the ground (E4, 2009).  

 The corresponding aspect of EBM is addressing the human well being in the 

region, which many have argued is poorly developed in comparison to the tangible 

mechanisms and policies that have been established for ensuring high levels of ecological 

integrity in the region. Despite these criticisms, significant attempts to address the need 

for economic and community development were included in the Agreements, under the 

creation of the Coast Opportunities Funds (among other agreements signed between First 

Nations and the BC government).   

Coast Opportunities Funds 

 From 2002-2006, the CIII was able to successfully establish a conservation 

financing structure, known as the Coast Opportunities Funds, to address the need for 

economic development and human well being in First Nations communities. Although 

not all funding was promised in 2006, the Coast Opportunities Funds had secured a $60 

million dollar donation from philanthropic funders on the condition that at least one third 

of the region was protected and EBM used on the remaining land (Howlett et al, 2009: 

390). Within a year of the 2006 announcement, the provincial government committed 
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another $30 million to the COF, with another $30 million pledged by the federal 

government. By 2008, this $120 million fund was set up to manage ecosystems and 

invest in sustainable business ventures that will directly involve and support the 

communities in the Great Bear Rainforest (Smith et al, 2007: 9).The COF is managed by 

a Board of Directors with representatives from First Nations, environmental groups, 

businesses and development experts. The Coast Opportunities Funds are made up of two 

separate funds, one to protect and manage ecosystems through research, education and 

Watchmen programs, and the other to be used to support sustainable First Nations 

businesses and economic development. 

 Although the ambition expressed in the COF is substantive, it was challenging at 

times for parties to reach agreement on the terms of the Funds. Initially, First Nations 

were hesitant to agree to a conservation financing package that was funded by large 

philanthropic organizations and the provincial and federal governments. They “pictured 

the environmentalists using US foundation dollars to buy (and protect) tracts of land” 

(N1, 2009). Their mistrust was also directed at the BC government because First Nation 

communities “knew they would be granted little to no access to these lands if they were 

protected” (N1, 2009). Once again, mediation was used to mitigate these tensions, as well 

as the direction from some of the First Nations and environmental leaders. The mistrust 

relationship First Nations had with the BC government and even environmental groups at 

times, did improve when the funds committed to the COF were finally approved and it 

was known they could be spent on viable long term projects that would benefit their 

communities directly. Although tensions still remain over the terms of the COF, it is an 

ongoing process. As of June 2010, the COF had awarded approximately $11 million, of 
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which 3.3 million went to conservation efforts and the remaining to economic 

development (Smith, 2010:36)  

 The Coast Opportunities Funds can be considered a somewhat novel institutional 

arrangement expressive of substantive goals developed by and through the innovation 

and creativity of those involved in the negotiations. Their conception is an excellent 

example of the determination of the people who have a stake in this region to develop a 

future for themselves that sustain both communities and their environments. For 

environmentalists, both initiatives – the COF and designation of conservancies – changed 

the way they were viewed by many First Nations, reinforcing the strength of their 

commitment to improving human well being in the Great Bear Rainforest. For First 

Nations leaders, these initiatives meant their needs were not only being recognized but 

realized in a tangible way, not just by government but also environmentalists and 

industry, through the creation of the formal infrastructures necessary for them to innovate 

(N1, 2009). 

Government to Government Land and Resource Forum  

 The government to government process used to reach the 2006 Great Bear 

Rainforest Agreements established a structured process, known as the Land and Resource 

Forums, through which First Nations could share decision making with the BC 

government (Smith, 2010: 38). A key component of the 2006 Agreements was a Land 

and Resource Protocol Agreement the BC government signed with Coastal First Nations 

and an Agreement-in-Principle with Nanwakolas Council. As well, each participating 

First Nation signed a Strategic Land and Resource Planning Agreement (SLRPA) with 

the BC government. The Land and Resource Forums, which comprised participating First 
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Nations and the BC government, have been created to oversee implementation of the 

strategic land use agreements, as well as EBM. Through the protocol agreement and 

strategic land use planning agreements, government to government negotiations are 

ongoing, and still tackling outstanding issues not resolved in the 2006 Agreements, such 

as joint decision making (N1, 2009).  

 These forums are significant and arguably one of the most important outcomes of 

the negotiations because they represent ongoing communication and collaboration 

between First Nations’ governments and the BC government. Certainly, the 

unprecedented role First Nations played in the negotiations fostered (and was fostered by) 

an improved communication process between two parties who have a long history of 

tensions, and mistrust. Such sustained and direct communication between a variety of 

First Nations and the provincial government has rarely if ever before been realized at this 

scale in British Columbia. 

4.6 Significance of the Agreements 
 When the Agreements were announced in 2006, the substantial increase in 

protected areas received much of the attention from newspaper headlines. Many 

commentaries also marvelled at the unprecedented collaborative efforts used to achieve 

the outcomes expressed in the Agreements. What is arguably most impressive is that 

these Agreements bear the mark of all those involved in their creation (evident by the 

lengthy and varied processes used to negotiate them), rather than being shaped entirely by 

environmentalists or any other party involved in the negotiations. It is also clear that they 

at least aspire to a much more complex vision than only protecting the ecological 

integrity of the region. From a government perspective, Gordon Campbell, the premier of 
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BC at the time described these Agreements as “a strong marriage that balances the need 

for sustainable jobs and a strong economic future for coastal communities” (ENS, 2006: 

2). Minister Pat Bell also acknowledged that these Agreements represent a significant 

shift in the level of co-operation over the use of BC’s forests.  

 For First Nations, it seemed as though the Agreements helped resolve long 

standing resource use conflicts over their traditional territories, effectively giving them “a 

more active role in how and where business in done” on their land, as well as cultural and 

ecological stability in the region (N1, 2009). Notably, First Nation leaders publicly 

praised the BC government for their commitment to the government to government land 

use planning process. Even many of the logging companies in the region claimed that for 

them these Agreements increased stability and certainty of long term resource use. While 

environmental groups involved in the negotiations considered the Agreements “a huge 

victory” they remained committed to ensuring the announced outcomes would result in 

changes on the ground. To ensure the tangible outcomes were reached, another three 

years of negotiation was required to determine how EBM would be implemented on the 

land base.  

4.7 Negotiations of Ecosystem-based Management (2006-2009) 
 During the next three years, an immense amount of work was undertaken to meet 

the March 31, 2009 deadline of EBM implementation. The negotiations around EBM 

were governed by the Land and Resource Forums, with heavy input from the JSP and the 

EBM Working Group. From 2006-2009, these groups met in various forums to develop 

the systems and mechanisms that would allow the targets established by the CIT and 

agreed to in the Agreements to be reached (E4, 2009). In other words, “a lot of work was 
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done to figure out how EBM is actually done on the land base and what kind of policies 

and regulations are needed to see it through” (E4, 2009). After tense negotiations, on 

March, 31st 2009, the BC government announced publicly that they had reached yet 

another set of agreements that included a map of EBM operating areas and the targets 

under which forest companies would operate to achieve moderate risk to ecosystems. 

Also part of this agreement was a rigorous five year plan to reach low risk to ecosystems 

by 2014.  

 This three year negotiation period did not come without conflict between 

participating parties. There was a considerable amount of tension surrounding the target 

measure to ensure low risk to ecosystems. Although the science and technical 

components of EBM are beyond the scope of this project, what is important in this 

context is the target of 70% Range of Natural Variation (RONV). According to the 

science conducted by the CIT, the target measure of ecological integrity (meaning low 

risk to ecosystems) is maintaining 70% of the natural old growth forests across the region 

over time (Armstrong, 2009: 14). However, while this target was acceptable to the 

environmental groups involved in the negotiations, it was met with considerable 

resistance from other parties, including some First Nations and forestry companies who 

claimed the targets would make their businesses unviable to operate. However, 

environmental groups remained committed to achieving low risk to ecosystems, arguing 

that they did not “agree to stop the market based campaigns, and do a public 

announcement to get to moderate risk” (E4, 2009). If these were supposed to be globally 

significant agreements, moderate risk to ecosystems was not acceptable because it [was] 

still on the downward slope (E4, 2009).  
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 Environmental groups put forth a great deal of effort and stayed heavily involved 

in the three year negotiations just to achieve moderate risk to ecosystems. Their 

involvement included negotiating with industry about regulations, drafting maps, and 

conducting modeling to determine risk allocation and all landscape units (E1, 2009). In 

effect environmentalists used their technical capacity and newly achieved political 

engagement to “push forward the ecosystem side” (E4, 2009). Other innovations were 

also used to negotiate EBM between environmental groups and some First Nations. For 

example, environmental groups and the Coastal First Nations formed a joint document in 

December 2008 that clearly articulated what both parties would need as a base to agree 

by March 31, 2009 (E4, 2009). This kind of collaboration illustrates the range of efforts 

and activities that environmental groups were undertaking to negotiate a solution on 

which all parties could agree. 

 In the end, as part of the plan announced on March 31, 2009, the BC government 

agreed to work with forest companies over the next two years to develop ‘enabling 

conditions’, which meant determining the economic impacts of EBM and what methods 

could be used to mitigate those impacts. To their credit, Western Forest Products was 

willing to negotiate with the BC government and agreed to a significant decrease in their 

business, more so than other companies. Despite these innovations, a considerable 

amount of work remains to be done over the next five years; without it environmental 

groups will not see full implementation of EBM by 2014 (E4, 2009). Clearly, there are 

many significant challenges to implementing the ambitious vision expressed in the 

Agreements, and it is there I turn to next.  
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Figure 2: Map of Ecosystem-based Management Operating Areas (Smith, 2010: 33)  

4.8 Remaining Challenges  
 While the innovations embedded in the process and outcomes of the Great Bear 

Rainforest Agreements are promising, immense challenges remain in implementing these 

new initiatives. One of the major challenges is ensuring the benefits of these Agreements 

are being transferred to the First Nations communities in effective ways. One of 

criticisms of the Agreements has been that while significant changes are occurring at the 

higher political levels, “the trickle down isn’t happening to people who are on the 

ground” (E3, 2009). Efforts to implement the Agreements have stumbled at times on 
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disconnects that exist between the regional scale at which the Agreements were 

negotiated and what occurs in the communities themselves. The reasons for this 

disconnect are many, some of which are associated with the challenges that persist for 

First Nations seeking to build the capacity in their own communities necessary to receive 

the lasting benefits. One of these challenges has been described as the ‘turnover’ of 

leadership positions that occurs within First Nations’ governance systems (N1, 2009). For 

example, under the Indian Act, many of the communities are required to have an election 

for band council members every 2-3 years. To put that into context, it took thirteen years 

for the Great Bear Agreements to be reached, which involved several communities, and 

an average of 4 to 5 councillor members per community. This kind of turnover in 

leadership is challenging because “by the time you have people on the same page with 

what you’re trying to do, you’ve got a whole new set of leadership that has to approve it” 

(N1, 2009).  

 Additional challenges for First Nations include divides in and between individual 

Nations on some of the terms of the Agreements, including EBM and the Coast 

Opportunities Funds. Many of these tensions are consequences of colonialism (as 

discussed above), and result “from communities not finding a way to get over a lot of 

baggage that they’ve got” (N1, 2009). Informants explained that different communities 

have different interpretations of what their culture means and what principles that culture 

should be instilling in their governance systems (N1, 2009). There is also significant 

conflict among Nations over the boundaries of their traditional territories, and what 

activities should be taking place within these boundaries. For example, Coastal First 

Nations have been linking their traditional land management to ecosystem based 
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management from the early stages of the Great Rainforest Agreement negotiations, and 

seem to have a strong commitment to incorporating conservation and ecology integrity 

into their land use plans. However, other Nations located in the southern and central 

region of the GBR, who have experienced heavy logging in and around their territories, 

are more hesitant to agree to EBM and the COF because they feel it inhibits their ability 

to prosper and build their local economies.  

 Furthermore, significant blockages remain in implementing the dual goals of 

EBM: reaching high levels of human well being at low risk to ecosystems. There are 

some parties, especially many First Nations, who claim that while there has been a lot of 

progress establishing the mechanisms to achieve ecological integrity, there has been no 

progress on advancing human well being in communities. From those involved in the 

negotiations of EBM, it has been much easier to identify the thresholds and indicators of 

ecological integrity (with the help of the CIT) than managing for human well being (E4, 

2009). One of the reasons advancing human well being is difficult has been explained as 

follows:  

 …when we’re talking about human well being, we’re talking about how do 

 you get three thousand people employed? You need businesses and entrepreneurs 

 and capital and people who are willing to run a business interested and then a 

 good business idea. You can’t just manage it, you can’t just say we’re going to 

 aim for 90 percent employment in the reserves and we’re going to put these 

 targets on each community and all of a sudden you’ve got your management for 

 human well being. It doesn’t work. (E4, 2009) 
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Because of the challenges associated with EBM implementation, there are concerns that 

some First Nations leaders will be resentful of the ecological targets that have been 

advanced more quickly than human well being. This concern was articulated in the 

March 2009 agreements, as the five year plan has been worded in such a way that clearly 

states First Nations will not advance on the next steps of ecological integrity (moving 

from 50% RONV to 70%) unless there are advances of human well being.  

 One of the most effective strategies to advance human well being thus far has 

been the creation of the $120 million dollar Coast Opportunities Funds. While this is a 

good start, it is not considered a lot of money to achieve more sustainable and healthier 

communities. For example, economic activities supported by the COF are yet to be 

realized for the practical reason that there is a lack of infrastructure and accessibility to 

support other kinds of development besides forestry (F1, 2009). The difficulties 

associated with the remoteness of the region also present challenges, as transportation by 

boat and air make it very expensive to conduct business. While there have been some 

opportunities in tourism, such as The King Pacific Lodge on the north end of Prince 

Royal Island, and community organizations such as The Guardian Watchmen Program19, 

there is no clear template for how isolated, rural communities, with minimal capacity and 

weak transportation and communication links can insert themselves effectively into the 

structures of a globally-organized capitalism without exploiting local resources in 

problematic ways.  

                                                 
19 For an excellent description of the Guardian Watchmen Program, see 
http://coastalguardianwatchmen.ca/  
 

http://coastalguardianwatchmen.ca/
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 Lastly, tensions remain between a government eager to remove a large but lightly 

populated region from its immediate attention and the scale and diversity of challenges 

that remain if the vision expressed in the Agreements is to be realized. The BC 

government has been criticized for its lack of ambition and organizational capacity to 

engage creatively around initiatives like the Coast Opportunities Funds, and perhaps use 

it as a template for moving forward. While these tensions are being negotiated, there is a 

sense that “there isn’t a creative nexus in government to actually drive this issue forward” 

(M1, 2009). As a key example of this, environmental groups have recently stepped up 

their public campaign with concerns that the government is not giving the priority to 

these negotiations that will be necessary for them to succeed. The ambition expressed in 

the Agreements is substantial, and although implementation efforts have also been 

substantial they may well continue to struggle. For now, it is too soon to assess the 

success or failure of the Agreements, but close attention to implementation processes is 

essential.  

4.9 Conclusion  
 The Great Bear Rainforest has been transformed from a site of intense 

controversy over resource management to a site where once conflicting parties are 

working together to negotiate a new future for this region. Achieving the GBR 

Agreements was not an easy task, and required a significant amount of time, effort and 

ingenuity from many individuals and the collective capacity of many organizations. Of 

course the vision (and shortcomings) expressed in these Agreements emerged from 

several external pressures including the vulnerability of the global market for wood 

products and a government facing the challenges associated with unresolved land claims  
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of First Nations.  Through various processes, an ambitious vision of sustainability was 

achieved, but further to that, a set of relationships was established that will hopefully be 

used to create lasting solutions for this region and possibly beyond.   

 To fully recognize the wider significance of the story of the Great Bear 

Rainforest, it is perhaps useful to highlight some of the major challenges, breakthroughs 

and institutional mechanisms through which the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements were 

negotiated.  In the final chapter, I will briefly summarize some of the innovations of the 

Agreements, their potential significance, and highlight their transferability to 

environmental conflicts in other contexts. I develop this analysis in a way that 

demonstrates how the Great Bear Rainforest provides instructive lessons for those 

charged with environmental governance in British Columbia, as well as to our 

understanding of how to solve environmental problems more generally.  
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Chapter 5: Legacies of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements 
 

 In Chapter Two, I characterized some of the wider constraints placed on our 

institutions of governance to effectively address contemporary environmental problems 

and examined some of the ways these constraints might be remedied by the processes 

offered through public ecology and deliberative processes. In BC, we see these 

constraints playing out in relation to natural resource management, particularly over the 

use of forests. The BC government continues to struggle to maintain a balance between 

the need to foster the economic benefits derived from the forest sector and to ensure 

healthy, functioning ecosystems. However, we have also seen attempts by the BC 

government to use more deliberative processes and an environmental movement shifting 

their strategies and vision to address these struggles and ultimately reach a “balanced” 

resolution to the tensions described in Chapter Two and Three. The Great Bear Rainforest 

also points to how local nuances can add further complexities and challenges to dealing 

with the constraints placed on governance institutions. In BC, both the BC government 

and environmentalists are being forced to take seriously the legal rights of First Nations 

over their claimed territories. As such, the struggles over the Great Bear Rainforest offer 

valuable insights into the broader constraints characterized in Chapter Two and have 

wider implications for environmental governance in British Columbia. This concluding 

chapter will explore how challenges and innovations used to reach the Great Bear 

Rainforest Agreements are contributing to both these wider conversations and “on the 

ground” implications in BC. This latter analysis places particular focus on two of the 

parties involved in the negotiations: environmental groups and First Nations.  
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5.1 Key Innovation of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements  
 The innovations that characterized the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations can be 

understood in relation to key contexts discussed in Chapter Two. In particular, they 

provide examples of the legitimacy crisis faced by governments (and environmentalism), 

both the dynamism and tensions within the BC environmental movement, and the 

tensions associated with the rise of First Nations authority in the province. Through a 

brief examination of how these challenges were negotiated at a particular site, we can 

gain some insight into wider debate about these issues.  

 With lessons learned from Clayoquot Sound, one of the initial challenges faced by 

environmentalists involved in the Great Bear Rainforest campaigns was how to move 

forward their vision of a sustainable forest industry for this region. As described in 

Chapter Three, this challenge was overcome by the organization and successful execution 

of an international markets campaign which ran from the mid 1990s to early 2000s. This 

strategy was innovative in that it signalled a change in strategies from lobbying the 

government for new regulations and policies, to what has been described by Wapner 

(1995) as “moving beyond the state” to gain the leverage they needed to obtain their end 

goals. As described by a participant:  

 The environmentalists have gone a long way from chaining themselves to  

 bulldozers. It’s the emerging approaches and technical and professional expertise 

 within that movement, which was quite important in my mind. (G2, 2009) 

 
 One of the major outcomes of the international markets campaign was an 

environmentalism in BC with much more political clout – more than had been achieved 

in earlier struggles over forests – and a threatened forestry industry unsure of the 
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government’s ability to protect them from significant changes to “business as usual.” 

These innovations can be understood as responses to the structural binds and legitimacy 

crisis of governments in that the markets campaign produced a level of controversy that 

essentially “forced” the government to (eventually) act in a way that went beyond the 

short term minimal response suggested by Hay (1994: 220-221). At this site, the 

government was pressured to support a level of land use planning and process that 

expressed a much higher level of environmental management guidelines and changes to 

forestry practices than would have otherwise been created. The success of the markets 

campaign and the subsequent response of the forest companies and the BC government 

demonstrate the influence and potential that market forces have to produce large scale 

change as suggested by Shellenberger and Nordhaus. It also raises important questions 

about the effectiveness of deliberation and the conditions necessary – such as power 

imbalances and the threat of confrontation – for it to be effective. For example, forest 

companies and the BC government only engaged in deliberative process once 

environmentalists could threaten their viability through the markets campaign.  

 Undoubtedly, the results of the markets campaign (major threats to profits and 

reputation) were absolutely essential even for the initial “talks” between forest companies 

and environmentalists to occur. However, building alliances required more than the 

markets campaign, it needed a new venue for open dialogue (i.e. The Joint Solutions 

Project), an approach advocated for more by Luke (1995) and the theories of public 

ecology. When some environmental groups agreed to the initial talks with forest 

companies, the challenge was to find a space and process that could be used to facilitate 

communication and to determine who should be involved in those conversations. To 
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solve this problem, initial talks between the forest companies and environmental groups 

involved four individuals sitting down in a room with a mediator to discuss ideas of how 

to proceed with a solution to the conflict (E1, 2009). Once immediate points of 

contention had been addressed by both parties – that is the markets campaign was put on 

hold and logging operations in key ecological areas was stopped – the “space” for further 

negotiation was created. In other words, forest companies and environmentalists could 

begin to build an understanding after decades of animosity and confrontation and accept a 

path forward that involved working on a solution upon which both parties could agree. 

This “shared vision” was expressed more formally in large part by the creation of the 

Joint Solutions Project, a coalition of individuals from both the forest industry and 

environmental groups (certainly a new approach to resolving forest struggles in BC). 

 The creation and effectiveness of the JSP is consistent with the theories of public 

ecology in that it is an example of a “new organization” that for the most part was 

capable of facilitating the collaborative discussion and negotiation necessary to reach a 

common ground between two opposing parties. As such, the effectiveness of the JSP 

offers insights into the formal and informal venues that may be necessary to reach a 

balance between the “ecology and economy of the Earth” as it allowed for open dialogue 

that placed emphasis on environmental values (Luke, 2005: 489). In a broader context, 

the JSP is an example of an organization that was enabled by individuals who came 

together through a more deliberative approach to resolving a conflict. This is important as 

much of the success of the Agreements is due to the work of the JSP.  

 However innovative this new forum and process of negotiation may have been for 

finding a way forward, both the forest companies and environmental groups comprising 
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the JSP began losing legitimacy with the local community members in the region soon 

after the standstill Agreement was reached in 2000. Essentially, their interests were being 

represented in a forum in which they had no representation (Shaw, 2004: 381). At a 

higher political level, the government was losing legitimacy with the public for allowing 

secretive “backroom” deals to occur outside of the provincial sponsored CCLRMP 

process that was intended to be the space in which decisions over land use in this region 

were to be made. The environmental groups were experiencing a legitimacy crisis of their 

own, as they received significant backlash from other individuals and groups who did not 

believe in using a collaborative approach to reach a compromise with the BC government 

and forest industry.  

 In order for the JSP to regain their legitimacy with the public (ultimately those 

most directly affected by the decisions they were making), they eventually agreed to 

participate meaningfully in the province-sponsored LRMP process, which also gave the 

BC government more credibility for having “negotiated” a truce between conflicting 

parties (Shaw, 2004: 381-382). Interestingly, the JSP did not lose its momentum or 

vision: the organization, along with a skilled facilitator continued to use ‘informal’ 

methods and processes such as extra meetings, workshops, and research, to guide and 

ultimately shape the 2001 Agreement that resulted from the CCLRMP process.  

 Similarly, the structure and effectiveness of the formal processes used to negotiate 

the 2001 Framework Agreement, namely the CCLRMP process, illustrate the potential of 

more deliberative decision making processes when solving environmental problems 

expressed in theories of deliberative democracy. Both the 2001 Framework Agreement 

and 2006 Great Bear Rainforest Agreements were reached using a consensus based 
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decision making process that indeed involved a “greater participation of citizens” and 

engaged a range of actors including those mostly directly affected by the decisions being 

made (i.e.- local businesses and the tourism industry). The process also included 

mechanisms such as the Coast Information Team – a forum comprised of scientists from 

government, environmental groups, forest companies and First Nations – to enhance the 

epistemological aspect of the process and attempt to break down the barriers of “expert” 

knowledge that have existed in previous land use planning processes in the province, and 

in political decision making processes more generally. The deliberative approach of the 

CCLRMP process enhanced the democratic legitimacy of the negotiations and produced 

a set of agreements that encompass a set of values that would not have otherwise been 

achieved had the government made the decision independent of stakeholder agreement.  

 Despite the ways in which the formal LRMP processes enhanced the legitimacy 

of the negotiations and were ultimately a crucial part of reaching the 2006 Agreements, 

the “political feasibility” and challenges associated with implementing deliberative 

processes remain. While the initial structure of the CCLRMP process produced the 2001 

Framework Agreement, it took five years to achieve that agreement (not to mention a 

tremendous effort on the part of the JSP and First Nations). Furthermore, it took another 

five years and significant changes to the original LRMP process to reach the 2006 Great 

Bear Rainforest Agreements. Here we see the noteworthy tensions between the basic 

need to reach a decision(s) – also crucial to the government’s legitimacy – and the need 

to develop and institutionalize decision making processes that are based on the 

preferences of a broad range of actors. This, of course, raises larger questions for 

environmental politics in general: how important are the processes used to reach a 
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decision in relation to the timing and outcomes of those decisions? This is a question that 

is especially important in the case of how our society is to tackle climate change. This 

reverts back to the tensions we see between Shellenberger and Nordhaus (2004) and Luke 

(2005). What is compelling about public ecology is the emphasis it puts on collective and 

deliberation over environmental issues because in the end, “the environment is a public 

space and a collective good” (Luke, 2005:492). However, in the case of climate change, 

there are tensions between those who are in “crisis mode” – believing immediate action is 

needed no matter how those efforts are decided – and those who focus on the processes 

and social engagement used to decide and evaluate efforts used to “combat” climate 

change. This argument has recently played out in controversy over Independent Power 

Projects (primarily run of river hydroelectric) in British Columbia (Shaw, forthcoming).  

 Lastly, one of the biggest challenges of the processes for all parties involved was 

negotiating with the First Nations who lived in the region, and incorporating their 

demands in the Agreements in such a way as to produce lasting benefits. As the 

negotiations evolved over years, this challenge became more difficult for the BC 

government and environmentalists especially, as First Nations in the province were 

gaining more legal authority over their claimed traditional territories. In gaining more 

robust legal ground, First Nations were (and still are today) becoming a stronger voice in 

political negotiations and decision making, more so than ever before in a land use 

decision of this scale. As mentioned in Chapter Four, negotiating with First Nations was 

difficult because of the large number of Nations and the varying interests/desires of each 

Nation. While the government to government negotiations provided the venue for First 

Nations to negotiate directly with the BC government, an important part of those 
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negotiations required conversations and agreements with individual Nations regarding 

their demands, in particular for the amount, boundaries and types of protected areas that 

were located in their territories.   

 This challenge was overcome (as expressed by many participants in the 

negotiations) by creating two key coalitions of First Nations: the Coastal First Nations 

Great Bear Initiative and the Nanwakolas Council. These coalitions of First Nations were 

unique and crucial to the success of the Agreements. Otherwise, the legal reality would 

have been to negotiate agreements with 25 individual nations. Maintaining the coalitions 

over a decade was particularly innovative because “there’s an assumption for urban 

Canadians to assume that First Nations, because they share similar history and 

geography, can work collaboratively very well together” (N2, 2009). As experienced 

through past conflicts, and the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations, that is certainly not the 

case. There are instances of significant conflict among nations, especially regarding the 

boundaries of their territories. Hence, maintaining such coalitions that deal with 

substantive issues as both the CFN and Nanwakolas did during the Great Bear Rainforest 

negotiations was extremely difficult and innovative. But what is also interesting here is 

how the Coastal First Nations (a legacy of the GBR process) have now moved on to 

tackle resource conflicts elsewhere, particularly to stop the Northern Gateway Pipeline 

being proposed by Enbridge. In fact, in March 2010 the Coastal First Nations issued a 

declaration opposed to the pipeline, which was then endorsed by more than 150 First 

Nation bands (West Coast Environmental Law, 2010). Importantly, these coalitions will 

continue to work with other nations, the province, environmentalists and possibly 

industry in the future. As such, the inception of these two coalitions through the struggles 
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over Great Bear Rainforest is an example of a lasting legacy of the negotiations and 

subsequent outcomes. With this in mind, we now turn to some of the lasting implications 

of the processes used to reach that Agreements, and their implications for environmental 

governance in BC and perhaps more broadly.  

5.2 Key Legacies of the Great Bear Rainforest Negotiations  
This section focuses on the legacies of negotiation processes for the main 

participants and how these legacies have reshaped the political terrain in British 

Columbia. First, I explore some of the lessons learned by environmentalists in BC, as the 

Great Bear Rainforest demonstrated a shift in strategies for some environmental groups 

that have the potential to affect the way environmental campaigns are advanced in other 

“struggles” around the province. Second, I will discuss the responses of First Nations, 

environmentalists and the BC government to the rising legal authority of First Nations in 

the province, and the lasting implications these responses could have for other 

practitioners and elsewhere in the province: namely, the creation of new institutions and 

processes (such as the Land and Resource Forums) that have the potential to advance 

First Nations rights and title in BC, especially with respect to natural resource 

management. Interestingly, the two legacies are very much connected: as the new 

‘authority’ of many First Nations in the region that resulted from the Agreements has 

both advanced and challenged environmentalists, and will very likely affect the way 

future environmental conflicts are addressed in British Columbia.       

5.2.1 Environmentalism in British Columbia  
 Being heavily involved in more deliberative approaches to resolving the struggles 

over the Great Bear Rainforest helped guide some environmental groups involved in the 
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negotiations to broaden their tactics, strategy and overall vision for the way land should 

be used and/or protected in that region. Through the negotiations, the end goals of 

“protected areas” and “no logging” shifted to a goal that encompasses the health and well 

being of the communities that use natural resources to sustain themselves. For example, 

environmentalists involved in the negotiations were challenged by other key players to 

demonstrate that conservation could promote economic development rather than hinder it 

completely. The environmentalists’ vision of “conservation” needed to deliver benefits to 

the communities and not just focus on establishing protected areas. And indeed, 

environmentalists (to their credit) did respond to this challenge in creative and effective 

ways – one of which was the conception and fundraising for the Coast Opportunities 

Funds. What the Great Bear Rainforest illustrates is the potential of a negotiated solution 

to produce outcomes that not only address ecological issues but also broadens the vision 

to think about healthy communities (E3, 2009). 

This shifting vision is also intriguing because it was the first time that many 

environmentalists “have worked on a complex set of goals,” instead of advancing a 

classic environmental campaign that involved lobbying the government for regulations or 

protection (E4, 2009). Traditionally, “you won or lost it” and moved on to another 

campaign (E4, 2009). This reveals the significant shift that was taking place during the 

negotiations by several individuals and in turn, particular environmental groups. But as a 

consequence of a more collaborative approach, and in particular their commitment to a 

vision that extends to achieving community well being, environmentalists now need to 

stay heavily involved in the implementation of the Agreements. This raises even further 

implications for environmentalism, especially in terms of organizational structure, 
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funding and mandates of environmental groups, not to mention the time and hard work of 

dedicated staff.  

While there have been criticisms of the Agreements from within the 

environmental movement itself, many of the environmentalists who “buy in” to a more 

collaborative approach are using their experience with the GBR Agreements to 

participate in discussions and initiatives regarding other environmental issues in the 

province. For example, environmentalists have been asked to attend meetings and 

participate in conversations about “a province wide [LRMP] process for creating land use 

options to deal with climate change” (E4, 2009). However, as discussed below, these new 

strategies and arguably this broadening vision have not been well accepted by all 

environmental groups, some of whom were strongly opposed to the Agreements20. This 

has raised interesting questions for the future trajectory of environmentalism in BC.  

 During the negotiations, as well as after the Agreements were announced, 

tensions within the environmental movement in British Columbia were certainly evident. 

Both the 2001 and 2006 Agreements were heavily criticized by individuals (and other 

environmental groups) for compromising too much and settling for far too little, 

especially in the amount of protected areas. For example, the environmental groups that 

comprise the RSP (Sierra Club of BC, Greenpeace and ForestEthics) were chastised for 

their willingness to negotiate with the forest industry instead of remaining in direct 

opposition to logging in the area. When the RSP began to negotiate a possible 

compromise with the forest industry, there were environmental groups within the 

movement who claimed “it was a huge mistake to suspend the markets campaign and that 

                                                 
20 Some of the environmental groups who opposed the Agreements include: Raincoast Conservation 

Foundation and the Forest Action Network.  
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it was a huge mistake to go to the table to negotiate with industry” (E1, 2009). Instead, 

those opposed to the Agreements felt the only acceptable outcome to end the conflict 

over BC’s forests was ‘that not one more tree shall fall’, meaning logging operations 

needed to stop completely in the region. Once some groups decided to negotiate, “it 

definitely changed the relationship with the environmental community” and for some 

individuals within the movement the RSP environmental groups were sellouts, 

compromisers and traitors to the movement (E1, 2009). It seems this “split” among 

environmental groups demonstrates a distinct shift in the way some environmentalists 

believe conflicts can and should be addressed, potentially influencing the way their 

strategies are deployed throughout the province in the future.  

 The sentiments expressed by some environmentalists against the Agreements 

were strongly conveyed in a recent report published by Stainsby and Jay (2009), which 

analyses the processes used to reach the Agreements within the broader context of 

opposition to the Tar Sands in Alberta. The authors of this report are very critical of the 

processes used to reach the Agreements, including the terms and implementation timeline 

of ecosystem based management and the amount of land placed under protection in the 

region. The authors argue against the “back room” negotiations that took place between 

the RSP, industry, government and First Nations, claiming they were inadequate because 

they were non-binding to logging companies (Stainsby and Jay, 2009: 10-11). For 

example, forest companies were able to high-grade (selectively log the best trees from a 

forested area) prime coastal areas while being unopposed by blockades during an eight 

month period before the government to government negotiations formally began in 2004.  
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This criticism opens up questions about when and under what conditions deliberation is 

appropriate as a strategy for resolving environmental conflicts.  

 Overall, those most critical of the GBR Agreements, and ‘negotiated’ approaches 

to environmental conflicts more broadly, argue that environmental groups should not 

negotiate agreements with industry or government that sacrifice the protection of vast 

forested areas. Instead, the real power to protect the environment can be achieved through 

environmental groups presenting a united front in resistance to “environmental abuses” 

and thereby the fundamental ideals of the movement are not compromised. In response to 

these criticisms, environmentalists directly involved in the negotiations have claimed it is 

“politically naïve” to assume a “united resistance” will achieve any form of 

environmental protection (E4, 2009).  For the environmental movement, the deliberative 

approach means “letting go” of past strategies (as suggested by both Shellenger and 

Nordhaus and Luke) and engaging in processes and supporting solutions to 

environmental problems that are less than ideal. 

 The sentiments expressed by both Stainsby and Jay (2009) and those who “buy 

into” a negotiated approach can be understood in the context of Shellenberger and 

Nordaus (2004) and their critique of the way current environmentalism defines 

environmental problems so narrowly and as a special interest. If indeed environmentalists 

need to broaden their vision of “environmental” problems to effectively help resolve 

environmental problems, the environmental groups involved in the negotiations certainly 

provide insights into what that broadened vision could look like in practice. For example, 

arguably the idea of a “conservation economy” supported through the establishment of 

the Coast Opportunities Funds demonstrated the efforts made by the RSP to advocate 
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strongly for ecological integrity but also seriously take into account the economic 

conditions of the region – namely the dependence of small, rural communities have on 

unsustainable natural resource extraction. Although it is too soon to tell whether a 

“conservation economy” will fulfill both the need to sustain the local economies and 

maintain ecological integrity, its inception and $120 million dollar investment is certainly 

a valid starting point.  

 While the criticisms from Stainsby and Jay (2009) should not be lifted too far 

from their broader context – the coalition forming to stop development in the tar sands 

and their ties to corporate funding – the authors’ stance on negotiating with industry 

raises important questions about whether effective solutions to environmental conflicts 

can be deliberated among a broad range of actors. Interestingly, the innovation and 

strategy behind the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements has been used elsewhere in 

Canada, most recently to negotiate the Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement. In May 2010, 

an agreement between the forest industry and another coalition of environmental groups 

was reached to reshape the future of 72 million hectares of the Canadian Boreal forest. 

The process that led to this agreement and much of the substance of the agreement was 

largely modeled on the Great Bear Rainforest process, and involved many of the same 

environmental groups, including ForestEthics and Greenpeace. The process used to reach 

the Boreal Forest Agreement is intriguing because—building directly on their experience 

in the Great Bear—environmentalists strategically began their campaigns with a 

negotiation process, instead of more conventional efforts that involve agitating either (or 

both) government and industry through classic “campaigns” and forcing them to the 

negotiating table (Lorentz, 2009: 26-27).   
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 While the two campaigns did differ in many ways – the length of the negotiations 

as well as the involvement of First Nations in the process – they resonate with the wider 

context described in Chapter Two in at least two ways. Firstly, they demonstrate the 

potential of a more ‘deliberative’ approach to addressing environmental struggles, and the 

possibly of using this approach elsewhere, perhaps despite local nuances and challenges. 

Secondly, and for environmentalists in particular, both the Great Bear Rainforest 

Agreements and the Boreal Framework Agreement demonstrate how the rather new 

strategic choices of some environmental groups may be acting as a new framework for 

environmentalism. Interestingly, this new framework is consistent with Luke and the 

theories of public ecology in that both the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements and the 

Boreal Framework Agreement are attempts to build common ground among two 

competing beliefs. At these sites, common ground was reached between 

environmentalists and the forest industry. However, public ecology also argues for the 

“participation of extended peer communities...including other stakeholders” (Robertson 

and Hull, 2003: 400). This was not always the case when negotiating both sets of 

Agreements, as many of the early negotiations took place in private spaces between 

environmentalists and representatives of the forest industry and without public 

participation. As well, later processes occurred at a higher political level between the BC 

government and First Nations without the participation of environmentalists, the forest 

industry or the general public. This raises interesting questions about the limitations of 

public ecology for reframing the strategies and vision of current environmentalism. 

However, the processes used to negotiate Great Bear Rainforest Agreements were used as 

a template to reach another set of novel Agreements on a much larger scale, and deemed 
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successful by parties involved in their creation. Thus, a thorough examination of these 

processes is warranted by environmental groups (and several other actors including 

industry and governments).   

 Arguably, what the Agreements express is the political reality that was possible 

given the context of the negotiations. The science conducted by the CIT –while 

significant to the outcome – was not the only consideration when negotiating the terms of 

the GBR Agreements, especially the amount and location of protected areas. The 

strongest of these considerations was the increasing strength of First Nations participation 

in resource management in the province. According to those involved in the negotiations, 

the amount of protected land, and the character of its protection (some open to mining 

and tourism), were the priorities of First Nations. As discussed in Chapter Three, during 

the negotiations there were some First Nations leaders that strongly opposed the creation 

of additional protected areas because they wanted their cultural values respected, as well 

as the allowance of natural resource extraction in order to support much needed economic 

development in their communities. Early on in the negotiations, as well as many times 

throughout, the environmental groups involved fought hard to place more land under 

protection but ultimately realized they needed to use other methods to achieve the 

conservation they wanted, which in the end was a focus on EBM targets (E4, 2009). 

Tellingly, the influence of First Nations over the processes (i.e. government to 

government negotiations) and many of the outcomes (i.e. conservancies) of the 

Agreements have other important implications for future resource conflicts in British 

Columbia, especially with respect to environmentalism. And it is these implications that I 

will turn to next.  
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5.2.2 The Great Bear Rainforest and the Emerging Role of First Nations 
 As discussed in Chapter Three, the struggles over the Great Bear Rainforest 

evolved simultaneously with the realization on the part of the BC government, industry 

and environmental organizations, that First Nations’ rights to land and resource 

management in BC must be recognized and accommodated. This realization has been 

spurred on primarily by legal precedents set out by the Supreme Court but also the 

determination of First Nations to have these legal rights recognized in the decisions made 

over the use of their traditional lands. Whatever longer term significance the negotiated 

Agreements had, it was at least as much if not more due to the participation of First 

Nations as environmentalists. Further to that, the role they played and the institutions 

created will hopefully have lasting implications for First Nations and their governments, 

the BC government and environmentalism in the province.  

  The Great Bear Rainforest negotiations offer interesting insights into the 

relationship between First Nations and environmentalists in the province. Tensions 

between environmentalists and First Nations are hardly novel in BC. During recent 

decades, the relationship between the two has evolved as the legal authority of First 

Nations and their efforts to exert this new authority are being realized in resource 

conflicts. The Great Bear Rainforest illustrates how the relationship between 

environmentalists and First Nations is constantly evolving, proving that it can be 

challenging but also advantageous for both parties to work collaboratively to find 

solutions to their disagreements. In this case, the strategies used by environmentalists 

early on in the campaigns (the international markets campaign) were crucial to First 

Nations and the influence they held because environmentalists were able to “paint 

government into a corner” (N1, 2009) and effectively create a level of controversy that 
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required a special form of management, namely the government to government process 

and subsequent outcomes. But what this case also demonstrates are the challenges (and 

possible opportunities) now being faced by environmentalists in light of these new formal 

and informal governance arrangements. As described above, the primary factor limiting 

the amount of protected land, and the character of that protection was the priority of First 

Nations. This is revealing insofar as it gestures towards what environmentalism must 

become if it is to effectively address the needs of all those peoples (not just indigenous 

peoples) who rely upon the resources that surround them to sustain themselves. Tellingly, 

despite efforts made to address these needs (the COF, conservancies and ecosystem based 

management), tensions between the two groups remain, most definitely surrounding the 

implementation of EBM but also elsewhere in BC.  

 The wider implications of First Nations’ growing authority and how it affects 

environmentalism in BC are being realized in other sites around the province. As BC 

continues to be pressured by resource extraction developments, particularly mining and 

hydro development projects, some environmentalists and First Nations are finding 

themselves on opposite ends of the conflict, which raises some very heated questions that 

affect many of the same players involved in the Great Bear Rainforest. A site of 

particular interest is ironically Clayoquot Sound, where logging is certainly not the only 

resource conflict – fish farms are now operating in the waters of the Sound, and proposals 

for the Synex Energy hydro project and exploratory drilling on Catface Mountain have 

surfaced (McDonald, 2009). Interestingly, these projects have the support of many First 

Nations leaders in the region. According to John Frank, a chief councilor for the 

Ahousaht First Nation, many of these project have been approved because 
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“unemployment has been slashed by a third thanks largely to forestry, fish farmers [and 

that] mining project” (McLeans, 2009: 2). So while in the past, environmentalists and 

First Nations have often shared a relatively symbiotic relationship – environmentalists 

use First Nations rights to boost their credibility and legal leverage and First Nations use 

the media and political power of environmentalists – we are now seeing a shift in who are 

the “allies” involved in resource/environmental conflicts.  

 The legacy left by the unprecedented involvement of First Nations in the 

negotiations will not only influence First Nations (and their governments) and the BC 

government, but also the strategies of environmentalists. Exactly how this legal authority 

will shape the actions and campaigns of environmentalists, as well as the actions of First 

Nations remains to be seen. Environmental organizations that have begun to realize this 

legal authority as a potential point of alliance, rather than something to be fought, are 

those who will be able to make progress on achieving large scale environmental 

protection, particularly in a context like BC where recognition of First Nations rights and 

title is only going to strengthen.  

 Perhaps the most important outcome of the negotiations, particularly from the 

government to government process, is one of the least tangible: the evolution of a 

communication process within and between different parties involved in the negotiations. 

An individual involved in the government to government negotiations believes: 

The biggest legacy that the Great Bear Rainforest leaves is the communication 

process. We’ve learned how to communicate with all the respective interest 

groups up and down the coast. And it’s not even a consultation communication, 

it’s a ‘this is what we want to do and this is what we’re trying to do.’ (N1, 2009) 
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Certainly, the unprecedented role First Nations played in the negotiations fostered (and 

was fostered by) an improved communication process between First Nations and the BC 

government. Such sustained and direct communication between a variety of First Nations 

and the provincial government has rarely if ever before been realized at this scale in 

British Columbia. Furthermore, it seems as though this communications process is having 

positive implications for the implementation of the outcomes of the Great Bear Rainforest 

Agreements and wider reaching affects for the treaty process.  

 The process of negotiating the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements also fostered a 

more effective communication process between individual First Nations. While many 

challenges remain in developing more effective modes of communication between 

communities, the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations helped such processes to evolve. 

During the government to government negotiations, when trying to ratify the Agreements 

within communities, political leaders realized the inefficiency of their information and 

communication systems. They learned to communicate with others within the Nation and 

other Nations in different ways. For example “instead of me freaking out because people 

weren’t reading the memos I was writing, it was more, how can I make these memos 

more clearly understandable and help that process work” (N1, 2009). Despite these 

improvements, it seems as though capacity within communities is still badly needed and 

much needs be addressed before implementation of land use agreements, or treaties, will 

deliver lasting effects. 

 The Great Bear Rainforest negotiations – as well as the institutions and 

relationships created through the process – have had implications for the BC government 

and governance more broadly as they are now part of a larger picture to help reconcile 
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First Nations claimed rights and title to their traditional territories through the deadlock 

of the treaty process. In the recent past, the BC treaty process has been the most notable 

attempt to reconcile Aboriginal rights and title; however, the treaty process has been 

heavily criticized by First Nations and practitioners for being slow, expensive and poorly 

designed to adequately implement the terms of the treaties (Alcantara and Kent, 2009: 

276-277) According to Art Sterritt (2009), a prominent leader and First Nations 

negotiator who has been involved in both the treaty negotiations and environmental and 

local economic agreements (such as the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements), the latter are 

“the best building blocks for First Nations prosperity, environmental sustainability and 

ultimately, treaties... not the never ending treaty process” (p. 1) Participants of the GBR 

negotiations and those directly involved in the government to government process have 

also claimed that the “smaller agreements” such as Strategic Engagement Agreements 

(SEAs) that are a result of the Great Bear Rainforest process, will help create the 

“frameworks with government” to help successfully implement the terms of treaties or 

future agreements (N1, 2009). In this way the government to government process utilized 

in the Great Bear Rainforest are also being held up as a desirable model for allowing 

progress to be made on a range of other governance-related issues. The implication is that 

by engaging First Nations governments in ongoing resource management negotiations 

outside the treaty process—i.e. by not waiting for the treaty process to define a more 

limited and concrete zone of authority for First Nations before engaging them in 

governance negotiations—progress could be made that might eventually have a positive 

effect on the treaty process, hopefully also bringing more immediate and lasting benefits 

for First Nation communities.    
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5.3 Conclusion  
 The wider implications of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements are multifaceted 

and can provide insights into the wider constraints of our institutions of governance to 

effectively address contemporary environmental problems. Importantly, they have left 

lasting relationships and institutions in British Columbia (and elsewhere in Canada) that 

have the potential to reshape the way environmental struggles, mainly resource conflicts 

are addressed by key players in the province. In short, the ambition expressed in the 

Agreements is substantial. For now, it is too soon to assess the success or failure of the 

Agreements, but close attention to implementation processes is essential.   

 An early observation made in the investigations but not explicitly examined 

throughout the analysis was the way the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations fostered a set 

of relationships between individuals, within sectors and between sectors that have lasted 

and gone on to affect environmental struggles elsewhere in BC. For the Great Bear 

Rainforest specifically, and the province of British Columbia more generally, these 

relationships are perhaps the most important legacy left from the Great Bear Rainforest 

negotiations, and of equal if not more importance during the implementation of the 

Agreements themselves. We see this in the way some environmental groups (and 

individuals) shifted their strategies to heavily engage in negotiations with forest 

companies, First Nations governments and the BC government, despite significant 

backlash from the large portion of the environmental community. The implications of this 

split are and will continue to play out in resource conflicts around the province and 

nationally, most notably the campaign against the Enbridge pipeline and the Alberta tar 

sands.  
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  The Great Bear Rainforest negotiations demonstrate that widespread, cross 

sectoral agreement about paths forward, and the path’s institutional expression is 

possible. To practitioners of deliberative democracy, the Great Bear Rainforest 

negotiations certainly offer insights into the “procedures” that may yield the kinds of 

outcomes in which environmental values are expressed, and expressed in a way that will 

support if not achieve effective solutions to environmental problems. In this case of the 

Great Bear Rainforest, we see how a more deliberative approach led to a resolution of 

complex environmental struggles, struggles existing in part because of the wider 

constraints of governments, the stagnation of the environmental movement, and the 

challenges posed by local nuances (here, the growing legal authority of First Nations). 

 In so far as this site can contribute to the development of a “public ecology”, the 

negotiations were arguably defined by their attempt to achieve “equity from the economy 

and ecology of the Earth” as advocated by Luke (2005: 489). To be sure, the Great Bear 

Rainforest Agreements bear the mark of all those involved in their creation, and aspire to 

a much more complex vision than only protecting the ecological characteristics of the 

region. But herein lies the bad news: the Great Bear Rainforest negotiations, and their 

subsequent outcomes also demonstrate the scale of effort, resources and time required to 

achieve the vision expressed in the Agreements. This resonates with one of the major 

critiques of deliberative democracy in that in the end, decisions need to be made, and 

made within a given period of time. This aspect of deliberative democracy is particularly 

challenging for many selected officials within the government and individuals within the 

environmental movement who dedicate their lives to environmental causes. This raises 

further questions about the actual effectiveness of a deliberative approach and what is 
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deemed an “adequate” solution. If you believe the uncertainty and magnitude of 

contemporary environmental problems (i.e. - climate change and its global impacts) are 

in need of immediate attention and resolution, a deliberative approach (especially the one 

used in the Great Bear) will certainly not suffice. However, if you believe the solution to 

environmental problems rests more in incremental changes, deliberative approaches like 

those used in the Great Bear negotiations offer an instructive reference point. As a 

participant heavily involved in the negotiations stated, “you actually have to be somewhat 

immoral, you have to be, to some degree an incrementalist” (N2, 2009). So, while this 

complexity and intensity associated with the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements may not 

be efficient or desirable in all cases, it does suggest the extent of engagement that may be 

necessary to craft forms of environmental governance capable of attracting broad-based 

support for change.  
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Appendix  

A: Interview Questions  
 
1) What was your role in the processes that led to the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements? 
Over what time period(s) were you involved? 

• What organization did/do you work for?  
• How would you describe your job? 

 
2) To help tell the story of The Great Bear Rainforest, I developed a timeline of what 
seem to be the key points of the campaigns and negotiations. Based on your experience, 
which points would you highlight as being the most important of both the campaigns and 
negotiations, and why?  

• Have I captured the key developments of the campaigns and/or negotiations?  
• Would you change or add anything to this timeline? 
• Are there any key moments or memories that come to mind?  

 
3) What were some of the major challenges you faced in the campaigns and processes of 
negotiation?  

• What were the major points of conflict among sectors involved?  
• What were the major points of consensus among sectors involved?  
• What were the major breakthroughs in the processes? 
• What innovations (or breakthroughs) allowed the processes to proceed?  

 
4) Based on your time/work with the campaigns and negotiating processes, can you speak 
to how your relationship with other sectors changed?  

• How did your perceptions/opinions of your own sector change over time?  
• How did your perceptions/opinions of the processes of negotiation change over 

time?  
 
5) Can you reflect on some of the legacies and important lessons that were learned from 
The Great Bear Rainforest? For example:  

• for your organization/movement 
• for others involved 

 
6) Can you reflect on some of the important lessons that were learned from The Great 
Bear Rainforest that have implications for addressing environmental issues more 
broadly?  
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B: Timeline of Great Bear Rainforest Negotiations 
 
1995 

• The Great Bear Rainforest campaign is launched to protect the temperate 
rainforest on both the North and Central coast of BC.  The campaign starts with 
blockades by environmental groups and First Nations.  
 

1997 
• The BC government creates land-use planning tables, known as the Land and 

Resource Management Planning process (LRMP) for BC’s central and north 
coasts. 

• Environmental groups walk away from government land use planning tables 
because they feel they are too constrained. 

• Greenpeace, Forestethics, Rainforest Action Network and Sierra Club of BC 
launch the markets campaign which involved organizing consumer boycotts and 
rallies at the stores of the buyers of BC wood, including Home Depot, I kea and 
Staples.  

 
1999 

• Contracts between forestry companies and buys of BC wood are threatened to be 
cancelled or are cancelled.  

• The early beginnings of the negotiations between environmental groups and forest 
companies. 

• Logging in sensitive areas is put on hold and markets campaigns stopped during 
negotiations. 

 
2000  

• Talks between forestry companies and environmental groups occur under the 
Joint Solutions Project (JSP). The JSP included the forest company coalition 
known as the Coast Forest Conservation Initiative (CFCI) and the Rainforest 
Solutions Project (RSP), comprised of Greenpeace, Forestethics, Rainforest 
Action Network and the Sierra Club of BC.  

• Leaders from First Nations communities throughout the Great Bear Rainforest 
gather to discuss shared problems such as lack of economic opportunity, 
eventually forming the Coast First Nations (formerly Turning Point).  

 
2001 

• Environmental groups, First Nations, industry and the BC government agree to a 
five part framework, including the implementation of ecosystem based 
management, the Conservation Investments and Incentives Initiatives and the 
establishment of the Coast Information Team.  

• BC government signs a government to government protocol agreement with eight 
Coastal First Nations.  

• Forestethics, Greenpeace and Sierra Club sign a protocol with some First Nations 
on a pilot project to define a new conservation economy.  
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2003 

• In December, and agreement reached on 7 elements of EBM implementation.  
 
2004 

• Government to government negotiations begin for the Central Coast. These talks 
are informed by recommendations from the Central Coast LMRP and land use 
planning processes by First Nations.  

 
2005 

• Government to government negotiations begin for the North Coast. These talks 
are informed by North Coast LRMP processes and land use planning processes by 
First Nations.  

 
2006 

• The B.C government, First Nations, environmental groups and forest companies 
stand together to announce the Great Bear Rainforest Agreement(s). The four 
main components of the agreements include:  
   -protected areas 
 -implementation of ecosystem based management  
 -funding for conservation economy  
 -comprehensive involvement from First Nations in decision making  

• Legislation passed to allow for protected areas called “Conservancies.” These 
areas include co management by First Nations. 

 
2007 

• A $120 million fund, known as the Coast Opportunities Fund, is set up and to be 
used for conservation management and economic diversification for First Nations 
($60 million from private donors, $30 million from the BC government, $30 
million from federal government). 

 
2008 

• More changes to forest management practices are made into laws; 46 of the 
remaining conservancy areas are legislated by BC government.  

 
2009 

• BC government announces the implementation of ecosystem based management 
on March 31st, 2009.   
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C: List of Acronyms  
 

CCLRMP Process – Central Coast Land and Resource Management Planning Process 

CFCI – Coast Forests Conservation Initiative  

CFN – Coastal First Nations  

CIII – Conservation Investments and Incentives Initiative  

CIT – Coast Information Team  

COF – Coast Opportunities Funds  

EBM – Ecosystem-Based Management 

GBR – Great Bear Rainforest 

JSP – Joint Solutions Project  

NCLRMP Process – North Coast Land and Resource Management Planning Process 

RSP – Rainforest Solutions Project  
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